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The one hundred and thirtieth meeting of the Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Council was called to order 
by Chairman Thomas Wallin at 8:30 a.m., January 19, 1994. Council members in attendance were: 

VOTING MEMBERS 

David Anthony 
Julius Collins 

I Fred Deegen (designee for Joe Gill) 
Frank Fisher 
Philip Horn 
James Jenkins 
Andrew Kemmerer 
Albert King 
Russell Nelson 
Gilmer Nix 
Hal Osburn (designee for Andrew Sansom) 
William Perret 
L. Don Perkins 
Ken Roberts 
Robert Shipp 
Walter Tatum (designee for Vernon Minton) 
Thomas Wallin 

NONVOTING MEMBERS 

Conrad Fjetland (designee for James Pulliam) 
Douglas Fruge (designee for James Pulliam) 
Larry Simpson 

LCDR Mark Johnson (designee for RADM Card) 

Florida 
Texas 
Mississippi 
Texas 
Mississippi 
Louisiana 
NMFS 
Alabama 
Florida 
Florida 
Texas 
Louisiana 
Texas 
Louisiana 
Alabama 
Alabama 
Florida 

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
Gulf States Marine Fisheries 

Commission 
U.S. Coast Guard 



STAFF 

Wayne Swingle 
Terrance Leary 
Steven Atran 
Antonio Lamberte 
Michael McLemore 
Laura Mataluni 
Julie Krebs 
Patricia Bear 
Sheila Ackridge-Nelson 

Executive Director 
Fishery Biologist 
Population Dynamics Statistician 
Economist 
NOAA General Counsel 
Administrative Assistant 
Secretary 
Secretary 
Secretary 

OTHER PARTICIPANTS 

William Lindall, National Marine Fisheries Service, St. Petersburg, Florida 
Robert Sadler, National Marine Fisheries Service, St. Petersburg, Florida 
Bob Zales 11, Panama City, Florida 
Marty Harris, Tallahassee, Florida 
Kay Williams, Save America's Seafood Industry, Pascagoula, Mississippi 
Linda Johnson, Do You Care Coalition, Kenner, Louisiana 
Tom Murray, SF0  Consumers and Producers Association, Lutz, Florida 
Tom Marvel, Naples, Florida 
Randy Wamble, Naples, Florida 
Buddy Brown, Nokomis, Florida 
Mark Taylor, Bradenton, Florida 
Lee Tompkins, Ft. Pierce, Florida 
George Niles, Summerland Key, Florida 
Bob Pillar, Summerland Key, Florida 
Robert Gonzalez, Big Coppit Key, Florida 
John Sanchez, Marathon, Florida 
William Gibson, Jr., Key West, Florida 
Billy Niles, Summerland Key, Florida 
Richard Londeree, Tampa, Florida 
Gloria Rains, Palmetto, Florida 
Ken Beaird, Destin Charter Boat Association, Destin, Florida 
Graham Carleton, Dover, Florida 
Michael Walker, Destin, Florida 
Anna Schmitz, Destin, Florida 
Lisa Furstenwerth, Reef Scapers, Florida Live Rock Alliance, Summerland Key, Florida 
Steven West, Sea & Sky Marine Life Wholesaler, Wesley Chapel, Florida 
Richard Marot, Seascape Aquarium, Sarasota, Florida 
Roy Herndon, Dover, Florida 
T.L. Disler, Destin, Florida 
David L. Smith, Santa Rosa Beach, Florida 
Cathy Smith, Santa Rosa Beach, Florida 
Hailey Smith, Santa Rosa Beach, Florida 
Major Jack Spey, Board of County Commissioners, Fort Walton Beach, Florida 
Shella Barger, West Coast Live Rock Collectors, Tampa, Florida 
Jeffrey Turner, Exotic Aquaria, Inc., North Miami Beach, Florida 
Steve Montelaro, Florida Fins Marine, Inc., Palm Harbor, Florida 
Paul Johnson, Center for Marine Conservation, St. Petersburg, Florida 
Carl Hagenkotter, Key West, Florida 



Jennifer Wheaton, Florida Marine Research Institute, St. Petersburg, Florida 
Walter Jaap, Florida Marine Research Institute, St. Petersburg, Florida 
Leanne Miller, Florida Marine Research Institute, St. Petersburg, Florida 

The agenda was adopted with the following modifications: Under "Other Business", discussion pertaining 
to proposed spiny lobster rules, and a letter from NMFS relating to a rejected provision of Reef Fish 
Amendment 7. Mr. Simpson also would like to present an issue of anchorage 60 miles offshore of 
Louisiana. 

A D D ~ O V ~ ~  of Minutes 

The minutes of the Gulf Council meeting held in Biloxi, Mississippi, on November 17-18, 1993 were 
approved with the following corrections: page 19, last paragraph, last sentence (changes underlined) 
"...because it lacks the right to determine what ...", page 22, first paragraph, last sentence, "Mr. Pedrick 
added that reversion through sanction was a permit sanction, and would be considered under the civil 
procedure regulation." Page five, first paragraph, fourth sentence, "He related some of the various negative 
imuacts of various opening dates in the fishery because of the belief.......". Page 30, under Enforcement 
Reports, third paragraph, "LCDR Johnson reported that the Eighth Coast Guard District Law Enforcement 
and Investigations had received a new branch chief, CDR Jonathan Embler." Page 23, fourth full paragraph, 
11th sentence, "Dr. Kemmerer explained that the hardship cases would not be resolved immediately because 
some would go to court or arbitration." Page 13, second full paragraph, third sentence, "Mr. Simpson felt 
that the catch records showing the pounds landed of each species if unpublished would be allowed for 
collection under Section 303E." Page 17, last paragraph, sixth sentence, "The intent of section 11.2.2 was 
a division between historical captains and owners and did not include operators who might have qualified...". 

Public Testimony 

Mackerel Amendment 7 

Tom Marvel, hook-and-line fisherman from Naples, Florida, stated this year was a devastating season for 
the hook-and-line vessels in the south zone. This year's closure was the earliest since the quotas inception. 
He opposed past attempts at micromanagement, however, once the Council decided to embark on a 
micromanagement course, early closure could have devastating effects on certain commercial user groups 
as experienced this year. He explained with the quota split at Miami with no gear allocations in the south, 
the trollers in the south zone must compete with the entire active net fleet with only one half of the quota 
at their disposal. He contended that landings figures reflect the inequalities in landings by gear. He noted 
that 486,000 pounds of net fish represents 70 percent of the 649,000 pounds that was available to them. 
NMFS closed the fishery at 75 percent and the fishery reverted to 50 fish per day. When the fishery reverts 
to 50 fish per day, the vast majority of the boats cease fishing. He requested the Council to further allocate 
by gear if they continue to suballocate at the DadelMonroe County line. He suggested the Council 
continue to approach an ITQ allocation system as a more long-term solution to the problems. 

Dr. Kemmerer questioned if the industry supported a limited access or ITQ system. Mr. Marvel responded 
most of the industry were preoccupied. Dr. Kemmerer recalled that some of the small boat hook-and-line 
fishermen claim they did not get a fair share because the large boat hook-and-line fishermen were able to 
go further offshore. There appeared to be an allocation problem between small hook-and-line boats and 
large hook-and-line boats. If the fishery was divided into a 50150 gear split between net boats and hook- 
and-line boats, would it have to be further subdivided into 50150 between small and large boats. Mr. 
Marvel responded persons in small boats were there by choice. He could pursue those fish because he had 
invested money to equip his boat to the optimum benefit within a gear type. Mr. King recalled there were 



letters from advocates of the 50 fish limit from the east coast moving to the west coast, and questioned if 
this was a problem this year. Mr. Marvel responded no. 

Randy Wamble, hook-and-line fisherman from Naples, Florida, agreed with Mr. Marvel and requested 
protection for the trollers in the south and western region. He stated they needed protection through gear 
allocation. The potential for the net fleet to quickly take the majority of the available quota was very high. 
The handliners cannot compete with the large harvest capacity of net vessels. He supported separate quotas 
for hook-and-line and net fishermen in the south and western region. He felt the only fair and equitable 
way to distribute the Gulf group king mackerel was with an ITQ system. He encouraged workshop sessions 
designed to make information available to each fishermen. 

Dr. Nelson asked if a trip limit or delay until January 1 would have any positive effect. Mr. Wamble 
responded f ~ h  would be saved for a future date but it would be restricting handliners early. Dr. Nelson 
questioned if it was possible to set a trip limit large enough to accommodate the hook-and-line fishermen 
but at a level which probably would not be attractive to the larger scale net operations. Mr. Wamble 
responded it was possible. 

Buddy Brown, Organized Fishermen of Florida, Sarasota, did not believe an ITQ system would be 
supported at this time by the commercial fishing industry. He recalled previous testimony where they 
requested reentry into the historical king mackerel fishery, and requested this be considered as the quota 
increased. 

Mark Taylor, Organized Fishermen of Florida, Bradenton, Florida, recalled that in the late 1960's early 
1970's, they participated in the king mackerel fishery in the central and southwest region of Florida, and 
if an ITQ system was implemented today they would be denied reaccess to that fishery. He believed it 
would be appropriate that when the Council decides to expand the quota, to set aside a portion of the quota 
for their region. He noted there were probably only four net boats that would participate immediately if 
there was a fishery. 

Dr. Nelson asked if king mackerel were available in the fall on the southward migration. Mr. Taylor 
responded they should be, but the small boats cannot fish federal waters in the fall. 

Lee Tompkins, President Concerned Fishermen of Florida, Ft. Pierce, Florida, supported the 50/50 split. 
They were against suballocation by gear type since it was unfair to the majority of participating fishermen. 
They were also against permit endorsements for geographic area. He related the majority of fishermen had 
mixed feeling regarding ITQs. 

Mr. King related his perception was that most fishermen who attend the ITQ workshops do so with the 
intent of ascertaining what their individual share would be if an ITQ system was implemented. Mr. 
Tompkins responded that was one of the reasons also; in some fisheries with ITQs the shares have been 
bought up and not used. 

George Niles, Summerland Key, Florida, supported a more traditional 56/44 split between the east coast 
and the southwest coast. There were more fishermen in the southwest coast. He related the majority of 
the fishermen from the Keys supported splitting their portion of the quota 50/50 between the nets and the 
hook-and-line fishermen. He believed the Keys area needed permit endorsements. He reported that the 
abundance of fsh had increased dramatically this year and should warrant an increase in the quota. 

Mr. King questioned how many king mackerel net fishermen also participate in the Spanish mackerel net 
fishery. Mr. Niles responded the boats participate in both fisheries but the market for Spanish mackerel 
had been poor. 



Bob Pillar, Summerland Key, Florida, supported separate permit endorsements and division of the quota 
so that user groups in the Keys have two separate quotas. He was a small boat hand liner and could not 
make longer trips. He supported the net boats being guaranteed a share of the quota to allow them to fsh 
at their convenience. He noted this year mackerel were abundant on the ocean side and if the Council 
decided to continue with the end of the year slow down, he suggested 10 percent instead of 25 percent with 
a limit of 75 fish per day. They were catching smaller fish on the south side of the Keys. 

Robert Gonzalez, advised he represented the Hispanic hand-line fishery in Key West which was 
approximately 80 percent Hispanic. It was currently difficult for these fishermen to make a living given how 
far they must travel to fish and the relevant expenses associated with traveling with the limit of 50 fish. The 
trip limit was not profitable for a three day trip. He referred to a petition for a higher limit forwarded to 
the Council. The requested possession limit appeared to be high but they feel it was warranted since they 
were leery of possible repercussions of exceeding the possession limit. They request that gear users be 
divided 50150 since this would guarantee a viable opportunity to fish. If there were separate quotas for gear 
users, there would not be such a time factor involved. 

Billy Gibson, Jr., commercial fsh spotter from Key West, Florida, supported George Niles and Robert 
Gonzalez's position. He recalled that user group quotas were established in the 1980's. In 1983 there was 
a commercial quota of 9 million pounds out of which the net quota was 5.1 million pounds which was not 
filled. The hook-and-line fishery filled their 3.9 million pound quota and was closed in approximately May. 
The Council abolished user group quotas since there was a 2.6 million pound unused quota designated for 
the net fishery. With the current quota of 1.7 million pounds a gear limit would be appropriate. He 
recalled the gear allocation in Amendment 5 failed by a tie vote. When state trip limits were invalidated, 
problems developed. He believed the Spanish mackerel fishery was proof of a good management approach. 

Dr. Roberts asked if fishermen from the Keys supported ITQs. Mr. Gibson responded he was not in favor 
of ITQs and felt it was a premature concept. Fishermen who support ITQs have a historical catch record. 
Mr. Osburn questioned if there would be more participants in the fishery as the quota increased. Mr. 
Gibson responded yes. Mr. King asked if he would still support subquotas if the quota was increased. Mr. 
Gibson responded yes. 

John Sanchez, Monroe County Commercial Fishermen, Inc., referred to a proposal forwarded to the 
Council noting they request allocation of eastern zone Gulf king mackerel to be in accordance with 
available scientific data, 56 percent west coast and 44 percent east coast. They also request a 50 percent 
division between gear user groups. He reported both groups have agreed to this division. He suggested 
permit endorsements as a method to effectively avoid cross over. They suggest separation of the east and 
west coast harvesters for king and Spanish mackerel through permit endorsements. They also request 
establishment of a separate charter boat for-sale quota. Typically after the commercial quota was filled, 
the charter boats continue to sell their catches which gives the impression that the commercial quota was 
being over run. The hook-and-line fishermen requested a possession limit of 15,000 pounds, and a limit 
of 25,000 pounds for net boats. These seemingly high limits would safeguard them and avoid conflicts with 
regulatory bodies. They request that future allocations be accomplished through framework action instead 
of plan amendment. He believed with the current condition of Florida Bay, more people would be entering 
the mackerel fishery. Several of the smaller boat fleets in the south Keys have requested an emergency 
allocation since they feel they have been excluded with the quota being filled so quickly. 

Dr. Nelson asked if net boats from the Fort Pierce/Salerno area fished in the Keys this year. Mr. Sanchez 
responded there were a few boats. Dr. Kemmerer questioned if the requested catch levels of 15,000 and 
25,000 pounds were consistent with current harvest levels. Mr. Sanchez responded this was a good catch 
but they wanted the flexibility since they were fearful of the legal repercussions if they exceed the limit. 
Several of the fishermen mentioned that their typical fishery was different in that they might have to travel 
vast distances to find the fish, have a three or four man crew, larger boat, and numerous expenses. Their 



catch must support all these variables to make if profitable. 

Billy Niles, commercial fishermen, supported the 50/50 split. He stated if trip limits were established, net 
boats would require a trip limit of 20,000 to 25,000 pounds. They do not support ITQs since there would 
be a lot of handliners that would not qualify. He reported they had been unable to locate Spanish mackerel 
this year. He reported there were six net boats from Fort Pierce and by the time they arrived the king 
mackerel fishery was closed. He contended the east coast of Florida had three quarters of the entire quota. 

Dr. Nelson questioned if he would be willing to fish either nets or hand line if the Council had a gear 
allocation of 50/50. Mr. Niles responded yes. 

Tom Murray, Monroe County Commercial Fishermen's Association and interested wholesalers of the 
Seafood Consumers and Producers Association, believed macromanagement was impacting microeconomics 
of fishermen. There were small boat fishermen in the Keys who were virtually shut out of the fishery. 
They suggested a bag limit similar to the charter boats. He noted it was difficult to gather support for 
ITQs since few people actually understood them. They presented testimony to the House Merchant Marine 
Committee regarding ITQs and requested establishment of a blue ribbon panel to investigate ITQs. In the 
surf clam fshery a concentration of property rights occurred which have recently been sold to a Japanese 
firm. 

Coral Amendment 2 

Richard Londeree, Owner Tampa Bay Saltwater Co., Tampa, Florida, live rock fisherman since 1979, 
requested the Council to regulate live rock on the west coast of Florida. He believed the west coast of 
Florida and the Keys were different and required separate regulation. He suggested a 1,000 pound trip 
limit per vessel per day and an immediate cap on licensing for live rock. He also suggested the Council 
might want to go back to 1991 to determine the participants in the industry. The market was expanding 
due to increased technology, and advances in the industry allows individuals to keep and grow live rock. 
He contended live rock, in the proper system, does extremely well and continues to grow. The market had 
been created to accept chipped rock. If the industry was limited, they require a five to ten year period to 
allow time to go through the permitting process for aquaculture. He related he began the permit process 
in 1989 and was the only live rock applicant for four years. He was assured the process would be no 
problem and $20,000 dollars and numerous meetings later, he had to obtain an injunction against Florida. 
He stated there was no permitting process in Florida. He contended there was no avenue to approach 
aquaculture and they required time to get through the permitting process. They require time to place the 
rock on the bottom and allow a three year growth time to replace the wild product. If this does not occur, 
they would be forced out of business. One problem he envisioned was that coral will grow on the rock and 
there was no provision to address the issue. He noted he currently has one lease with Florida which took 
over four years to obtain but he must also have another permit to remove the live rock which Florida has 
yet to process. He noted the only active lease in effect was in Pinellas County which was designated an 
aquatic preserve. He referred to Florida's current general permit for live rock culture and removal on 
submerged state lands. The permit states "no activities shall be allowed in outstanding Florida waters, 
aquatic preserves, class one waters, class two waters, or Monroe County". He concluded the permit 
currently under formulation would not allow him to remove his rock since he was in an "aquatic preserve". 
He requested the Council allow continued wild harvest with 1,000 pound trip limits per boat, and to revert 
to some period to check landings and trip tickets to obtain information on legitimate live rock fishermen 
and issue them licenses. 

Mr. Collins asked if he used a chisel to remove the live rock. Mr. Londeree responded they use chisels. 
Mr. Collins asked how long it took for an area to regenerate after live rock was removed. Mr. Londeree 
responded within two weeks the bare area chipped off was recovered in micro algae and the other animals 
expand. He stated within three or four months the area was grown over. Dr. Fisher asked what was used 



as substrate in the aquaculture. Mr. Londeree responded he utilized calcium carbonate coral rock mined 
from the Bahamas. Dr. Shipp asked how coral was avoided in the harvest of wild live rock. Mr. Londeree 
responded they swim over very large areas and look for areas where there was no coral. There was 
relatively no coral off west Florida. Mr. Perret recalled Mr. Londeree stated he was in the live rock 
business since 1979 and questioned what licenses or permits were required at that time to harvest live rock. 
Mr. Londeree responded no licenses or permits were required. Dr. Roberts asked if the only aquaculture 
sites were in state waters. Mr. Londeree responded the only legislative avenue was to go with Florida since 
the federal government has no method to lease. Dr. Roberts asked if there were suitable sites in federal 
waters. Mr. Londeree responded there probably were suitable sites in federal waters but he preferred not 
to go out that far. Dr. Kemmerer asked how many trips the average live rock collector would make in a 
week. Mr. Londeree responded the average live rock fisherman goes out every day the weather would 
permit on the west coast of Florida. Dr. Kemmerer expressed his concern with trip limits noting that the 
tendency was for fishermen to make more trips. Mr. Londeree responded that would be impossible for the 
west coast of Florida since they have to go out nine miles which takes approximately two hours, and to dive 
and collect 20 buckets of rock required two tanks each. They arrive back at dark. It was impossible to 
think that people could circumvent the law by exceeding the trip limit. Dr. Kemmerer questioned the 
advantage of a trip limit if it was physically impossible. Mr. Londeree responded there were a few 60-foot 
vessels with approximately 10 divers. 

Mr. Horn asked how much live rock a retail consumer might purchase and at what price. Mr. Londeree 
responded he was a wholesale supplier and his top end live rock product was $3.00 per pound and the base 
rock was $1.50 per pound, the retail cost would be approximately $12.00 to $25.00 per pound, and an 
average consumer might purchase 100 to 200 pounds depending on the size of their tank. Mr. Perret asked 
his opinion on why live rock has become an issue. Mr. Londeree stated the industry was concerned about 
their future and environmentalists were concerned with the resource in the Keys area. Mr. Perret noted 
regulations would be implemented with establishment of the National Marine Sanctuary. Mr. McLemore 
noted within the National Marine Sanctuary there were both state and federal waters, and the state had 
title to the resources within the state water area. The federal government also has a trustee role over the 
resources. He noted live rock was a dual status resource since it qualified as a sanctuary resource under 
the National Marine Sanctuary Act and because of the marine, animal, and plant life attached to the live 
rock, it was also classified as a fish under the Magnuson Act. Under the Sanctuary Act there were 
provisions for the Councils and the sanctuary program to work together in developing fishing regulations. 
Dr. Kemmerer commented that the current policy followed with respect to management of living marine 
resources in sanctuary areas was to apply the most restrictive of the measures which was usually the state. 
He noted there appeared to be differences of opinion on the longevity of live rock in a cultured or 
aquarium system. Mr. Londeree disagreed with the opinion that live rock dies in a relatively short period 
of time. Dr. Deegen asked what prohibits someone from growing the material from seed rock in their 
onshore facility. Mr. Londeree responded nothing grows onshore on seed rock except micro algaes. 

Gloria Rains, Project ReefKeeper, urged the Council to enact a ban on live rock collection. She stated they 
were joined in their request by 143 organizations who request a ban on live rock collection be adopted as 
an amendment to the joint Coral FMP. They do not support a mere intention being written into the FMP 
to ban live rock collection in three years. They support an immediate prohibition of live rock collection 
but if there must be a phase out of this collection, they insist on a three year tiered phase out with gradual 
evenly diminishing collection quotas over the three years. Starting with the best estimates of landings for 
1993, a tiered phase out should reduce that amount by 33 percent each year until the landing quota reaches 
zero. This would ensure immediate and increasing relief to the habitat upon amendment ratification by 
the Secretary. This would prevent the escalation of live rock collection over the next three years that would 
otherwise come in response to closed collection in the U.S. and Caribbean. This would also discourage the 
entry of new collectors into the field and remove any incentive for present collectors to go into debt to 
expand their collection capability and should provide immediate incentive for those collectors to aggressively 
pursue aquaculture ventures. They believe as a closure date becomes evident the drive would be to collect 



even more in order to build up inventories. She also mentioned that copies of petitions and resolutions 
would be submitted to the Secretary. 

Dr. Kemmerer questioned how the groups were represented by Project ReefKeeper. Ms. Rains responded 
the groups represent numerous organizations, some of which supplied written statements and the general 
consensus was relayed by Project ReefKeeper. Mr. Collins why they were supporting a ban on live rock 
collection. Ms. Rains stated there were differences of opinion on the regrowth of live rock. Dr. Anthony 
noted his affiation with some of the groups represented by Project ReefKeeper, and he could not recall 
any discussions related to support of the alleged position. Ms. Rain stated Mr. Alexander Stone requested 
she make the presentation for him and she had copies of the petitions and letters from the organizations. 

Ken Beaird, represented the Destin Charter Boat Association, and Panama City fishermen, related they 
perceive live rock collection as habitat destruction. They question why the Council would consider allowing 
destruction of the natural environment. He noted millions of dollars have been spent in providing 
structures for development of artificial reefs. Some individuals gathering live rock state they were only 
picking up small pieces. He recalled testimony at the Pensacola public hearing indicated that divers 
discovered discarded tools at reef sites in state waters. They support a total ban on collection of live rock 
and suggest aquaculture be developed. 

Graham Carleton, Seaview Wholesale Marine Life, Inc., Tampa, Florida, was concerned with the definition 
of live rock as stated in the amendment. As marine life collectors they collect other items such as hermit 
crabs, sponges, snails, clams, etc. The current definition includes many of these items and by banning live 
rock collection, these items would also be prohibited. He passed out samples to illustrate his concerns. 
He noted the snails were encrusted with coral and algae which was a renewable resource. 

Mr. Tatum asked what type of license he presently had. Mr. Carleton responded he has marine life licenses 
required for collection in state waters and holds a federal permit to place rock in federal waters. They were 
interested in development of aquaculture. Dr. Kemmerer indicated it was not the intent that things 
attached to living mobile organisms would be included in the definition. There was a problem concerning 
corals being attached to living mobile organisms. He suggested this should be clarified. Mr. Leary noted 
there was a provision for the possession of prohibited corals on aquaculture permitted rock. 

Michael Walker, Tropaquarium, Destin, Florida, stated if the Council proposed to ban live rock collection, 
they should realize that there was little to no alternative for these collectors to make a living since most 
of the other fisheries were closed. Mr. Fruge asked his position on aquaculture. Mr. Walker responded 
when he attempted to get information from the different agencies the response was discouraging and 
negative. He emphasized if the Council desired to ban live rock collection, then the process for alternatives 
such as development of aquaculture should not be such a bureaucratic nightmare. 

Anna Schmitz, scuba instructor from Destin, Florida, stated in Destin there was a heavy concentration of 
harvesting. She felt it was a questionable activity particularly because the general consensus was that it was 
not a renewable resource. If people contend it was a renewable resource, the damage to the reefs was 
occurring faster than the coral was able to grow. As an instructor she has personally observed the damage 
as well as picks and chisels in state and federal waters. She acknowledged that damage does occur from 
natural causes, fishermen, anchors, etc. She believed aquaculture should be pursued. Although there were 
only 35 permits, some permit holders have teams of 8 to 10 divers. It was also well known how much 
money could be made harvesting rocks. She also noted that in 1992, over 90 percent of inspected rock had 
illegal corals growing on it. She urged the Council to implement an immediate ban on harvesting activities 
that would force implementation of the aquaculture alternative. 

Mr. King asked what percentage of her dives were in state waters. Ms. Schmitz responded the majority 
were in state waters. Mr. King concluded because live rock collection was illegal in state waters, there was 



an enforcement problem which was not prevalent in the EEZ where the legitimate live rock collectors were. 
Dr. Kemmerer questioned her opinion on the recovery rate. She responded in her opinion the recovery 
period was extremely slow since it was not actually the rock which was growing but the items on the rock. 

Lisa Furstenwerth, Reef Scapers and Florida Live Rock Alliance, Summerland Key, Florida, stated in 1991 
she received an aquaculture application from the Division of State Lands. Two years later she received 
another application which was exactly the same. They were fishermen and small business owners and the 
application was confusing and lengthy. She noted time and finances were important concerns to the 
collectors. The more restrictions placed on the small businesses, the more likely aquaculture would fail. 
She noted that total collection was estimated at three millionths of one percent of available rock. They 
were not destroying the environment and were attempting to make aquaculture a new industry. 

Mr. Perret questioned how she arrived at the figure of three millionths of one percent. Ms. Furstenwerth 
responded that was determined by Dr. Feddern and confirmed by Jennifer Wheaton. 

Ms. Wheaton, Coral Ecologist with the Department of Environmental Protection, stated she has been 
involved with the issue of live rock harvest since 1989. She did not concur with Dr. Feddern's suppositions 
on the renewability of the resource. She noted that Dr. Feddern has been refuted by numerous geologists. 
Florida has determined that live rock harvest represents a net loss of habitat. Mr. Perret referred to 
Amendment 2 noting it stated, "one square mile of hard bottom is estimated to contain about 600,000 tons 
of live rock in the top one foot of surface.", and questioned if she agreed with the statement. Ms. Wheaton 
responded she could not comment on the statement out of context. She explained that the statement as 
a blanket statement could vary by tons depending on where the rock was taken from. 

Ms. Furstenwerth stated that other items removed similar to gorgonians were not addressed and should be 
considered. 

Steven West, Sea & Sky Marine Life Wholesaler, Wesley Chapel, Florida, favored an aquaculture program 
that was viable. He contended that implementation of an aquaculture program that does not give 
consideration to the small businesses would prevent him from entering into aquaculture. A three year 
phase out with yearly reductions would prevent him from being financially able to afford aquaculture. He 
stated that 95 percent of his business was live rock. He requests they be allowed to become viable in 
aquaculture before wild harvest was ended. 

Mr. Fruge questioned if they would still want a system in the EEZ if there was a workable aquaculture 
system in place in state waters. Mr. West responded he preferred federal waters because of the clarity. 

Richard Marot, Seascape Aquarium, Sarasota, Florida, has been in business since 1975, long before live 
rock was ever collected. He believes live rock was a renewable resource and cited an instance where a gaff 
was dropped off his boat which was retrieved six months later covered with material. He stated that the 
current permitting process for aquaculture was ridiculous and should be simplified. He advised they sell 
their rock anywhere from $8.00 to $12.00 per pound which comes from the Keys, but mostly from the west 
coast of Florida. He believed at least three or four years were required for the development of aquaculture. 
The impact from the tax revenue generated was sigmficant to Florida. There are many areas associated 
with live rock and aquariums where revenue would be lost. 

Mr. Wallin asked how long the average live rock lives in a home environment. Mr. Marot responded some 
individuals were very good at keeping marine aquariums, 8 to 12 years, and there were people who did not. 
Some certain gorgonians or animals change or die but then others grow. Mr. Collins asked how long it 
would take for an area to renew itself after removal of live rock. Mr. Marot responded two to three years. 



Roy Herndon, Sea Critters, Florida west coast collector, stated he reviewed Amendment 2 and 
complimented the precise document drafted. He also attended the Coral Advisory Panel meeting and was 
impressed with their desire to develop a workable plan for all involved. He also attended the Coral 
Management Committee meeting and was discouraged at the misperception, misrepresentations, and over 
all lack of knowledge of the Council in geographical difference in the collecting methods of the Florida 
Keys, Florida west coast, and the Florida north coast. The bottom compositions and type of rock collected 
were totally different in the three areas which must addressed. The ban on chipped rock in the Florida 
west coast will virtually ruin the west coast collectors. The issue of banning chipped rock was brought up 
at the South Atlantic meeting in the Florida Keys and was specifically worded "Atlantic waters only". In 
the Keys rubble rock represents 90 percent of the rock collected, whereas in the Florida west coast rubble 
zones do not exist. Bottoms in the west coast consist of ledges and outcroppings. Live rock collection off 
the Florida west coast was performed in a very sound and selective method. They may collect 500 pounds 
of rock from a ledge or outcropping contained in literally millions of tons of rock and then not return to 
that area for a considerable time. He contended it would be very dacult for anyone to observe that 
collecting had been done on any of his sites due to the rapid growth of the organisms on the rock. 

Mr. Herndon disputed the statement that Florida provided ample opportunity to obtain leases in state 
waters. He remarked that no individual was presently fully permitted. He noted he had a federal permit 
and was conducting research and development on aquaculture and was not interested in state waters for 
aquaculture sites due to the types of growth, depth of water, and too much sand and sediment. He 
understands the permit was a nonexclusive lease. There was a clause in the state permitting process that 
states that the lease site must be advertised in a local newspaper. He questioned what protection this would 
provide to the leasee. He felt that a nonexclusive lease in federal waters was preferable to a state lease. 
He  did not believe a goldrush effect would occur with a three year phase out since the industry could not 
support it. Adopting a limited entry program and grandfathering in present collectors will also guarantee 
a nongoldrush effect. He supports development of a regulatory arbitration board. Trip limits would be 
acceptable but not at 500 pounds because of the distance they must travel to collect live rock. He 
contended adequate data did not exist to support aquaculture as a marketable alternative but they were 
willing to try if they were given at least a three year phase out period. He noted at the Coral AP meeting 
there was discussion regarding tying present collecting permits with aquaculture permits. 

Mr. Perret asked who was the permitting agency for the federal permit. Mr. Herndon responded the COE 
issued a permit under the Artificial Reef Permitting Program. Mr. Perret asked what safeguards they had 
that would prevent other individuals from harvesting on their permitted site. Mr. Herndon responded the 
only other individuals allowed to collect rock during the aquaculture phase would be other collectors which 
would be very limited. There also was fairly good cooperation between collectors. He also had 10 sites. 
Mr. Perret noted one federal agency, the COE, granted permission to an individual to place foreign 
material on the bottom and to subsequently harvest the material. He questioned the outcome if the Council 
decided not to allow this harvest. Mr. McLemore stated NMFS would be required to supply justification 
for this action, i.e., there must be a fish involved. He noted as fish was defined under the Magnuson Act 
it would include those organisms attached to live rock. Currently there were no regulations prohibiting this 
action but the Council was in the process of developing these regulations. If the Amendment was 
implemented, in addition to the COE permit in order to remove the rock if fish were on the rock, a NMFS 
permit would also be required. Mr. Perret questioned if Mr. Herndon would have grandfather rights from 
his COE permit if the Council chose to prohibit the harvest. Mr. McLemore responded the Amendment 
would have to address those concerns. Mr. Swingle asked what type of rock was being placed on the 
aquaculture areas. Mr. Herndon responded they were using a rock mined in the Bahamas which was a 
calcium carbonate based rock. 

T.L. Disler, Destin, Florida, stated he observed the damage to ledges in the Destin area which could not 
be attributed to storms. He stated that limestone would not regenerate. He supports an immediate ban 
on harvest of live rock. 



Dr. Shipp asked for a comparison of damage caused by anchors versus live rock collectors. Mr. Disler 
responded generally captains attempt to drop the anchors next to the reefs but often the anchors hook 
under the reef. 

David Smith, representing divers and harvesters in the Destin area, stated the Council has been given a lot 
of misinformation concerning damage caused by the harvest of live rock. He advised they do not utilize 
crow bars and maintained that there were tons of loose rubble in the EEZ. He contended the problem 
could be an enforcement instead of harvesting problem. If the industry was closed, it would effect more 
than the collectors and would impact small businesses who rely on the reef trade. He maintained the rock 
in aquaria does not die and the technology and knowledge exists to help people maintain the rock. He 
supported continued harvest of live rock for three years until aquaculture can be developed. 

Mr. King recalled artificial reefs were placed off Destin, and asked what the difference was in terms of what 
grows on these reefs compared to live rock. Mr. Smith responded vertical structures attract fish and he 
has observed the same growth that inhabits the rock that would inhabit these artificial reefs. There was 
a problem with shifting sands in the Gulf and placement of rock was very important. 

Major Jack Spey, Board of County Commissioners, Okaloosa County, Florida, advised they oppose the 
destruction, removal of or harvesting of any natural outcropping including coral, rock or other natural 
objects on which marine growth has attached itself. He stated he was also representing the Eglin Airforce 
Base Dive Club, the Grover Field Airforce Base Dive Club, and Okaloosa County Economic Development 
Council who were all opposed to removal of vertical structure upon which marine growth has attached itself. 
He has placed vertical structures in the Gulf of Mexico off Destin. He contended if the Gulf of Mexico 
was drained, one tenth of one percent of the sea bed was covered with substantial vertical structure in the 
average fishing depth. There was not a lot of natural bottom in the ocean. Following World War 11 as the 
population demand increased to the rate where fish consumption increased, fishermen recognized that in 
an effort to keep up with that demand the productivity of that portion of the earth covered in water had 
to be increased and added vertical structure. He believed that the natural vertical structure was being 
removed to decorate the interior of an aquarium at the expense of the fundamental framework that allows 
a marine ecosystem to develop. 

Dr. Shipp asked if they supported aquaculture. Major Spey responded if the scientific community could 
agree that aquaculture was feasible, they would probably endorse the concept. 

Haley Smith, Santa Rosa Beach, Florida, would like to keep her hobby of keeping a reef tank and would 
like to continue diving and collecting live rock with her father. 

Shella Barger, live rock collector, Tampa, Florida, requested the Council be aware of emotional testimony 
versus factual testimony. She expressed her suspicions regarding organizations that were being represented. 
She contended there was no scientific research and little to none existing data. She reviewed the permitting 
process with Florida. She has a COE nonexclusive permit. She suggested that the original options be 
proceeded upon, and wild harvest should continue with regulation. She requested the SSC examine the 
density studies. 

Mr. Tatum questioned if the industry would be willing to mitigate the loss of substrate. Ms. Barger 
responded mitigation was offered initially to FMFC and the Department of Enviro~lental Regulation 
stated they could not permit indiscriminate dumping of artificial reef material. They stated artificial reef 
construction material must be firmly anchored and not placed on hard bottom. She researched the artificial 
reef projects funded by Florida and determined that artificial reefs deployed by the involved agencies had 
been placed on hard bottom, not being anchored or monitored, and actual documentation was little to 
nonexis tent . 



Jeffrey A. Turner, Exotic Aquaria, Miami, Florida, marine life collector, stated that aquaria were an 
educational tool. Live rock was a vast resource and was a different industry in the various areas. He 
supported a federal live rock license and permit. If harvest was phased out, the harvest would shift to 
foreign rock and it would be extremely difficult to compete with the quality of foreign rock. He supported 
limited entry with active licenses from reporting fishermen. He supported aquaculture leases being granted 
to existing fishermen. He did not believe getting an aquaculture lease from Florida was a viable option. 
He reported harvesting 60,000 pounds of live rock last year. He also supported mitigation. 

Steve Montelaro, Florida Fins Marine Inc., Tarpon Springs, Florida, Orange Beach Fisheries, Orange 
Beach, Alabama, stated that various regions in Florida were completely different. The west coast of Florida 
consisted of rocks. He indicated that aquaculture would be an extremely hard undertaking considering the 
forces of nature and enforcement was also a concern. He noted the various theories concerning rate of 
growth of live rock. He believed some collectors would support replacement rather than aquaculture. He 
suggested that federal licensing be tied to replacement of rock. If state waters remain closed, this would 
allow a nine mile inshore sanctuary as a breeding ground. He also supported trip or weekly limits. He 
pointed out there was a lot of confusion among environmentalists regarding what was live rock and coral 
reefs. He suggested the licensing follow the criteria utilized for the reef fish fishery where a certain amount 
must be harvested in order to qualify. He did not believe that aquaculture was the solution. 

Paul Johnson, Center for Marine Conservation, St. Petersburg, Florida, related they support sustainable 
harvest of marine life when the biology and ecology of the subject species was clearly understood. Live rock 
was a unique problem since it was not a single species. The issue also involved habitat which was a 
structural component for the entire coral reef ecosystem that was not very well understood. The turnover 
of the resource was probably in a geological timeframe, which was a concept the Council has not been using 
in their FMPs. He suggested the Council consider that management would entail managing the harvest of 
a geological component upon which marine life was growing. The sustainability and replenishment of the 
resource should also be considered. The rubble zones were important habitats to a variety of reef animals. 
They support the phase in of aquaculture. He suggested the Council examine Florida's permitting process. 
A predictable permit system for aquaculture should be developed along with a phase out of harvesting live 
rock. He believed the industry could apply the advance technology learned in the aquarium trade into 
aquaculture. Aquaculture in the EEZ would probably involve leasing areas for which there should be a 
return. He noted the live rock issue began as a Florida Keys issue and had evolved into a west Florida 
issue off Tampa where some of the first leases in the nation were being considered. Subsequently it had 
moved up into the Panhandle and Alabama and would probably expand to other Gulf states. 

Dr. Roberts noted Mr. Johnson suggested some additions to federal permitting which would slow the 
process, and questioned if the three year phase out was adequate. Mr. Johnson responded the three year 
phase out did not work for Florida. In his opinion it was not a predictable system because two divisions 
with different interests were involved in developing the aquaculture lease. The Council would encounter 
the same situations in working with the Minerals Management Service who were vested with leasing lands 
and NMFS. Dr. Kemmerer questioned what the Center for Marine Conservation's position would be if the 
phase out period was extended beyond the proposed three year timeframe. Mr. Johnson responded if it 
took the Council longer to work out a system, a management program should be implemented immediately 
to regulate the wild harvest. Mr. Jenkins questioned how he felt about mitigating live rock harvest until 
a process was in place. Mr. Johnson responded he did not believe the removal of a coral reef could be 
mitigated. 

Other Public Testimony 

Kay Williams, Save America's Seafood Industry, Pascagoula, Mississippi, stated there was a group of 
historical reef fsh captains who were dependent on the reef fish fishery for their livelihood. She advised 
she was concerned over the two sections deleted from Amendment 9. She recalled a meeting was held to 



define a historical fsherman. A definition was developed which included the requirement that the captains 
must have been in the fishery prior to November 7, 1989. Also included was the requisite that under the 
endorsement system they were required to have landed 5,000 pounds in two of the last three years, and the 
income requirement of 50 percent of earned income. These captains were historical fishermen and were 
100 percent dependent on the reef fish fishery. 

Mr. Simpson asked how many captains were involved. Ms. Williams responded approximately 15 historical 
captains. Mr. Nix explained that the historical captain issue was to be addressed in Amendment 8 and 
Amendment 9 was strictly dealing with data gathering. Ms. Williams stated under Section 11 it addressed 
the issue of whether to include the historical captains in the endorsement system for 1995. If this issue was 
not addressed and did not go to public hearings, there might not be adequate time. Dr. Kemmerer agreed 
that Amendment 9 was to collect information on the fishery such as landings data. He noted Ms. Williams 
was suggesting that Amendment 9 include identification of all historical captains and then allocate a portion 
of the endorsement to those captains. The problem was that Amendment 9 does not contain any appeal 
process, which was the intent of Amendment 8. Because Amendment 9 was created to collect data, there 
was a desire to include other items which he disagreed with. He suspected that at least 50 historical captain 
applications would be received instead of the 15 applications. This would be an extremely dacult issue 
if a system was not established and could defeat the very purpose that Ms. Williams was attempting to 
accomplish. He felt a better approach would be to end the current endorsement system at the end of 1995. 
If an ITQ system could not be established, the Council should proceed with a different type of limited entry 
such as license limitation, etc. That system, which could be included in Amendment 8, would address the 
issue of historical captains. 

Linda Johnson, Do You Care Coalition, Kenner, Louisiana, stated the fishermen were overregulated and 
the Council was undereducated on commercial fisheries. They desire to conserve the resource and preserve 
their rights. She contended the Council could have stopped with Amendment 1 and the resource wculd 
have rebounded to the present. The commercial industry was forced to select the least of all the evils. 
Under the present situation, the moratorium and endorsement system were the most advantageous. She 
contended if the permits and endorsements were removed, the quota would never be reached again. In 
1992 there was a 53 day season and in 1993 with 131 boats and a 2,000 pound trip limit, there was a 93 day 
season. She did not believe the stock was in trouble. 

Carl Hagenkotter, Key West, Florida, questioned if a legal catch of state fish could be transported through 
the EEZ. Dr. Kemmerer explained if a regulation stated that possession of the fish was illegal in the EEZ, 
it could not be possessed in the EEZ. 

Coral Amendment 2 

Dr. Fisher reported the committee reviewed draft Amendment 2 which provided for management of the 
live rock fshery. Also reviewed were public hearing summaries, letters from the public, recommendations 
from the advisory panel, SSC, and federal comments. Staff compiled a list of eight additional issue to be 
considered from the above reviews. 

Dr. Fisher moved on behalf of the committee, under definition of live rock (Section B.l) to delete from 
the list of living marine organisms associated with live rock all crustaceans, mollusks, and echinoderms 
because they are motile (only encrusting sessile organisms would be included in the definition.) 

Dr. Shipp offered an amendment to delete "because they are motile" from the motion. Mr. Leary explained 
that General Counsel suggests clarification of the definition of live rock as follows: living marine organisms 
or assemblage thereof attached to a hard substrate. This would eliminate listing all the other organisms. 
Mr. McLemore explained the question was if the list was examples or was the list an exhaustive list. 



Mr. Perret asked if the Council was under any time constraints to take action. Mr. Swingle responded the 
Coral FMP was a joint plan and the South Atlantic Council was planning to take final action in February. 
The Gulf Council could take no action and defer the amendment to the South Atlantic Council. Since the 
amendment has gone to public hearings, the Council could not add any significant items unless it went back 
to public hearings. 

Mr. Perret moved to delay action on the coral issue until the March Council meeting. He suggested the 
Coral Management Committee meet in the interim to review some of the issues such as the definition and 
public testimony with conflicting views regarding mechanical means of harvesting. He suggested permitting 
be restricted to hand only harvesting. Dr. Shipp did not support delaying action. Mr. Osburn expressed 
his support of discussing the issue and felt the Council should also focus on development of the aquaculture 
issue. It might be premature to discuss trip limits, phase out times, etc. Mr. Perret withdrew the motion. 

Dr. Nelson offered a substitute motion that the definition of live rock be living marine organisms or an 
assemblage thereof attached to a hard substrate (including dead coral or rock). For example, such living 
marine organisms associated with hard bottoms, banks, reefs, and live rock may include, but are not 
limited to: see list on pages 6 and 7 of Draft Amendment 2 deleting crustaceans, mollusks, and 
echinoderms. Mr. Perret questioned if this definition tracked Florida's definition of live rock. Dr. Nelson 
responded Florida's definition was similar. Substitute motion carried. 

Dr. Fisher referred to Problems and Objectives, noting in accord with the recommendations of General 
Counsel include Item 1, and moved on behalf of the committee to add live rock to Objective 2 a s  follows: 
'minimize, as  appropriate, adverse human impacts on coral, coral reefs, and live rockn. Dr. Nelson 
offered a substitute motion to add live rock to Objective 2 as  follows: "minimize, a s  appropriate, adverse 
human impacts on coral, coral reefs, live rock, and live bottom habitatn. He explained live rock was being 
defined as the organisms attached to the rock. The concern was a habitat concern. Substitute motion 
carried. 

Dr. Fisher referred to the Redefinition of Octocorals (Section B.2) and moved on behalf of the committee 
to redefine allowable octocorals as  "erect, non-encrusting species of the subclass Octocorallia, except the 
prohibited sea fans Gowonia flabellum and Gowonia ventalina, including only the substrate covered by 
and within one inch of the hold fast. Motion carried. 

Dr. Fisher referred to the Phase Out of Live Rock Harvest (Section C 2.b), and moved on behalf of the 
committee to establish a harvest quota of 400 tons of loose, rubble (non attached) rock for 1994. This 
would be reduced by 25 percent (to 300 tons) in 1995; 50 percent (to 200 tons) in 1996; 75 percent (100 
tons) in 1997; no wild harvest in 1998. 

Mr. Tatum noted public testimony raised concern over the removal of habitat, the impact on the ecosystem, 
and the loss of hard bottom habitat involved in fah production in the Panhandle area. He offered a 
substitute motion to establish a stable harvest quota of 400 tons per annum of loose, rubble (non 
attached) rock from 1994 through 1997, followed by a prohibition of wild live rock harvest in 1998 
providing that mitigation of harvested material be provided with acceptable material on a 2/1 ratio of 
mitigated material to harvested material. Substitute motion failed due to a lack of second. 

Dr. Shipp offered a substitute motion that live rock harvest be allowed without prohibition for the next 
three years in the EEZ south of Cape San Blas to the southern extent of Collier County only. He 
explained that he believed trip or harvest limits would be very difficult to enforce. He did not believe that 
the economic forces would cause a goldrush of collection. Mr. King recalled that public testimony revealed 
the need to address a permitting system for aquaculture. He questioned how much time was necessary to 
develop a permitting system for aquaculture in the EEZ. Dr. Kemmerer stated the COE was already 
issuing permits for the deposit and removal of material, the question was how to control access to the 



material. He stated that criteria could be established in this amendment. Mr. Swingle advised that other 
plans (i.e., Stone Crab FMP or Spiny Lobster FMP) had a general provision that prohibited individuals 
from pulling another person's trap, and suggested a similar provision be included in this amendment that 
for a permitted reef under a COE permit for which an individual applies to NMFS for a permit, other 
persons were prohibited from harvesting live rock from that permit site. Dr. Kemmerer stated that may 
be a possible approach. LCDR Johnson stated that the substitute motion eliminated a few at sea 
enforcement problems such as the inability to distinguish chipped rock from rubble rock which might occur 
off the west coast and the Panhandle areas. He advised if there were no restrictions on landing and the 
harvest was allowed in the area proposed in the substitute motion, the possibility existed for harvesting 
outside the zone. Dr. Shipp commented that there appeared to be three areas, the Keys, west coast of 
Florida, and the Panhandle each of which was a different situation. He believed that in the area from 
Panama City east , the hard bottom areas were well known and there could be a lot of focus on those 
particular areas. 

Dr. Nelson pointed out that by allowing an unrestrained harvest for three years, given the current growth 
of approximately 30 percent per year, the harvest would be at least double the current harvest and confined 
to a much smaller area in Florida. Dr. Deegen noted the intent appeared to be to not promote increased 
harvest, and suggested inclusion of a statement that would limit the harvest to hand only, eliminating any 
mechanical harvesting. Dr. Shipp stated his attempt was to keep it simple and not include any protocols. 
Mr. Perret expressed his concern with the language "without prohibition". Mr. Fruge asked if the intent 
of the substitute motion would also be to limit any aquaculture for the area. Dr. Shipp responded his intent 
was not to have any restrictions against aquaculture, which should probably be addressed separately. 

Dr. Kemmerer offered a substitute motion to establish a harvest quota of 400 tons of wild live rock for 
1995, to be reduced by 25 percent in 1996,50 percent in 1997,75 percent in 1998, with no wild harvest in 
1999. LCDR Johnson related it was very difficult to get an accurate weight. Mr. Osburn favored 
establishing a quota with a phase out, but he was concerned that there was no mechanism to provide 
exclusive harvest rights to lesees. Mr. Jenkins stated he was concerned with phasing out the harvest which 
could prevent individuals from harvesting rock they put out, and suggested a provision be included to ensure 
that the schedule would slow down until such time as there was a method in place. Mr. McLemore stated 
the question was whether the material placed falls within the definition of live rock or wild live rock, and 
it could be specified that it did not fall within that definition. He noted that an individual who wished to 
participate in aquaculture would need a COE permit that refers to a specific location. This might be the 
appropriate initial step in acquiring a fisheries aquaculture permit. The permit could be limited to a 
specific site. LCDR Johnson noted there does not seem to be a problem with not having permits that 
guarantee exclusive use for the material placed or retrieved. He discouraged the Council from 
recommending exclusive rights to a lease because of enforcement aspects. Mr. Tatum contended there 
needed to be some form of mitigation for the loss of habitat since it impacts so many individuals. Mr. 
McLemore stated that mitigation could not be accomplished since it was not presented at public hearings. 
Dr. Nelson pointed out that Florida had the ability to track live rock landings. Mr. Tatum advised that 
Alabama was tracking live rock landings. Mr. Osburn advised that Texas was tracking live rock landings. 
Dr. Nelson recalled that the Commission suggested a phase out. He stated that the fishery developed as 
an illegal practice of poaching state lands because the state would not issue a permit. He felt that the 
Council could require that the only people who could harvest live rock, once a prohibition was in effect, 
would be permit or leaseholders or their designees, and could only possess live rock from their own sites. 
He believed under the Magnuson Act these individuals could be given some protection. He questioned if 
the Council had the authority to require individuals to put material back in the water. Mr. Tatum noted 
that the COE had the authority to mitigate. Mr. Simpson assumed that the substitute motion implied there 
would be no wild harvest in 2000, and suggested including in the motion "no wild harvest in 1999 and 
subsequent years. He questioned the outcome if there was no acceptable aquaculture system in place. 
Substitute motion failed by a vote of seven to eight. 



Mr. Perret offered a substitute motion to establish a harvest quota of 400 tons of wild live rock for 1995 
to be reduced by 25 percent in 1996,50 percent in 1997,75 percent in 1998, with no wild harvest in 1999 
and subsequent years. If the appropriate federal live rock aquaculture permitting system is not in effect 
by 1999, wild harvest that year will remain a t  the 1997 level. 

Dr. Nelson felt that the term "appropriate federal live rock aquaculture permitting system" would always 
be subject of debate. Mr. Perret explained his intent was that NMFS have a system in place to allow for 
aquaculture of live rock, and that NMFS have a permit. If NMFS controls the permit, with the Council's 
concurrence, they could place certain stipulations in the permit, i.e., no mechanical harvest. Mr. Osburn 
suggested amending the motion to state 1995 instead of 1999. He explained by 1999 if there was no federal 
permitting systems which allow for development of aquaculture, they would not have been harvesting in 
1999 and harvesting very little in 1998, and have lost their markets. Dr. Shipp noted even with that 
modification, wild harvest would be still reduced, and suggested leaving the level at 400 tons until 1999 by 
which time aquaculture should be developed. Mr. Perret concurred that the word "appropriate" should be 
eliminated from the substitute motion. Mr. Horn suggested eliminating the percentage reductions. 

Mr. Perret restated the modified substitute motion to establish a harvest quota of 400 tons of wild live 
rock for 1995 through 1998, with no wild harvest in 1999 and subsequent years. If a federal live rock 
aquaculture permitting system was not in effect in 1996, wild harvest will remain a t  the 1995 level. Mr. 
McLemore felt the motion was too vague and should specify when in 1996 the system should be in effect, 
i.e., January or December. Mr. Perret suggested changing the word "in" to "by" 1996. Dr. Kemmerer felt 
that this motion would not provide any incentive for development of aquaculture. He noted scientific advice 
indicated live rock harvest represents a net loss of habitat, and felt it was inappropriate to allow this loss. 
Mr. Perret contended an aquaculture system would create habitat, and current live rock harvesters need 
to be able to harvest at current levels to enable them to financially be able to put the rubble out. Dr. 
Nelson noted a COE permit was currently available which allows an individual to put the rock down but 
does not give them exclusive rights to that site. He believed under Section C 4.b, require a permit for the 
possession or harvest of live rock from aquaculture operations, the Council could complete a permitting 
system. The Council could require a permit to harvest from an aquaculture operation, and in order to 
possess such rock they must be: a bonafide leaseholder or permittee, the leaseholder or permittee must be 
on the vessel with the live rock or his written designee must be on the vessel, they may only harvest or 
possess live rock taken from the permitted or lease site. Substitute motion as modified carried by a vote 
of nine to seven. 

Dr. Fisher moved on behalf of the committee that staff in conjunction with NOAA Counsel develop a 
report by the end of 1994 outlining detailed procedures for acquiring an aquaculture operation in federal 
(or state) waters. Mr. Perret assumed that for any federal permitting in state waters, the appropriate 
federal agency would consult with the appropriate state agencies. Mr. Tatum suggested it might be 
appropriate to inquire if the COE had the capability to request mitigation for removal of the material. 
Motion carried. -- 

Dr. Fisher referred to Section D, Optimum Yield (OY) for Live Rock, and moved to add a new OY as 
suggested by NOAA Counsel: 'OY for live rock is to be that established by quota or  which may be allowed 
by permit". Mr. Swingle stated this should be a new rejected OY. Mr. McLemore contended if harvest 
of live rock was permitted, the OY had to correspond. Dr. Nelson noted the OY was zero. Mr. McLemore 
responded that would be an overfishing situation which was not permissible. If a harvest level was 
permitted, the OY must be at a level that corresponds. Dr. Kemmerer stated OY was defined as MSY 
modified by social and economic factors. Motion carried. 

Dr. Fisher moved on behalf of the committee to provide staff with editorial license to address editorial 
comments and submit the Coral FMP to NMFS for Secretarial approval, subject to approval by the 
SAFMC. 



Dr. Nelson suggested there be discussion regarding permits for harvest during the phase-out period and 
permits for aquaculture. He moved to table the committee motion until after discussion of Section C.44 
Require a federal permit in the absence of a state permit for harvest and possession of "wild" live rock 
from the EEZ during the phase-out period, and Section C.4.b. Require a permit for the possession or 
harvest of live rock from aquaculture operations. Motion to table carried. 

Dr. Nelson referred to Section C.4.b, and suggested that the permits be available to bonafide permitees or 
leaseholders, that harvest shall only be the permittee or leaseholder or his written designee, and that harvest 
may only be from the permitted or lease site. Mr. McLemore asked what constituted a bonafide permittee. 
Dr. Nelson responded an individual who had a permit from the COE. Mr. McLemore asked if the state 
leaseholders would also be required to have a COE permit. Mr. Tatum responded yes. Mr. McLemore 
indicated that the Minerals Management Service has the authority to require a lease but it was not required. 
MMS has indicated they were currently not interested in establishing a leasing program for live rock 
operations since they do not believe it would be cost effective. He explained even if an individual had a 
MMS lease or a sublease from an oil company, the COE permit would still be required. 

Dr. Kemmerer suggested specifying "COE permitees in the E E Z ,  and that they have deposited substrate 
in the permitted site. Dr. Nelson suggested "NMFS permits shall only be available to those individuals who 
can demonstrate that they have deposited rock or substrate in the permitted site. Mr. Osburn suggested 
the Council might wish to exclude areas which contained significant areas of live bottom. He suggested only 
sites which do not have signillcant amounts of live rock be permitted. Mr. Perret explained that before an 
individual obtains a live rock aquaculture permit they must first have a COE permit. He suggested specifics 
be listed in the live rock aquaculture permit, i.e., all other applicable licenses must be in place, and the 
Council must be advised what was harvested. 

Mr. Perret moved that to obtain permits for live rock aquaculture in the EEZ, permitees must have an 
approved COE permit to place substrate in the EEZ, and have demonstrated that they have deposited 
approved material in the permitted area. Such a permit shall be subject to an administrative fee. In 
order to harvest or possess live rock from an aquaculture site, a NMFS permit was required. Harvest 
from the area may only be accomplished by the permittee or his written designee. Mr. McLemore pointed 
out a concern should be if the harvest would occur at an appropriate site, and the motion implied it would 
be at the COE's discretion to determine the applicability of the site. He suggested staff develop an option 
for input as to the propriety of the proposed site. Mr. Tatum noted in granting permits, the Jacksonville 
district selects areas near to live rock outcroppings. Mr. Osburn felt it was important to review the COE 
permits and know where the sites were located. Motion carried. 

Dr. Kemmerer moved to require permits for all current wild harvest of wild rock from the EEZ, and that 
permit include as a condition that harvesters must have demonstrated a landing of live rock for 1992 and 
1993. Mr. Wallin asked if they would be required to have landings in both years. Dr. Kemmerer 
responded yes. Dr. Nelson anticipated individuals claiming they landed in 1992 and because they were sick 
in 1993, they could not land. Mr. Wallin suggested requiring landings for two out of three years. Dr. 
Kemmerer agreed to two out of three year's landings. Mr. McLemore questioned if 1992 and 1993 types 
of limitations were presented at public hearings. Dr. Kemmerer responded no but there was a comment 
regarding limiting access or effort for live rock. Mr. McLemore asked if a control date was published. Dr. 
Kemmerer responded the control date had not yet been published. Mr. McLemore was concerned about 
the requirement to have landed live rock during 1992 and 1993 since that specific criteria had not been to 
public hearings. Mr. Collins inquired if the motion pertained to aquaculture or live rock. 

Mr. Osburn questioned the reasoning for limiting participation in the live rock harvest when the Council 
just voted to force the industry to develop aquaculture. Dr. Nelson explained it would be limiting the 
number of harvesters who could harvest wild live rock during the phase-out period. Mr. Nix asked the 
purpose of live rock permits. Dr. Kemmerer responded permits allow NMFS to know who was harvesting, 



require reports to monitor the harvest, and to limit the harvest. Mr. McLemore advised access could be 
limited as of the control date which would be the date published. Dr. Kemmerer withdrew the motion to 
require permits for all current wild harvest of wild rock from the EEZ, and that permit include as a 
condition that harvesters must have demonstrated a landing of live rock for 1992 and 1993. 

Dr. Kemmerer moved to require a federal permit for the harvest and possession of wild live rock from 
the EEZ during the phase-out period. That permit would be limited to persons who landed live wild rock 
prior to the control date. Mr. Perkins suggested a quantity should be specified. Mr. McLemore noted that 
provision had not been presented at public hearings. Dr. Nelson asked if the intent was to allow the harvest 
of live rock in the EEZ off Florida without the applicable state permits. Dr. Kemmerer responded that 
was not his intent. Dr. Nelson suggested adding to the motion " In addition to any applicable state licenses 
or permits, require a federal permit ...." Dr. Kemmerer agreed to the addition. Dr. Kemmerer suggested 
adding "who have commercially landed and where required reported wild live rock landings...". He restated 
the modified motion as follows: In addition to any applicable state license or permit, require a federal 
permit for the harvest and possession of wild live rock in the EEZ during the phase-out period. Persons 
shall be limited to persons who have commercially landed and, where required, reported wild live rock 
landings prior to the control date. Mr. McLemore asked how the Council could determine if there were 
commercial landings if reports were not required. Dr. Kemmerer responded, for example if they were 
landing in Texas there may not be a requirement in North Carolina. Motion, as modified, carried. 

h e e d  by consensus to remove from the table the committee motion to provide staff with editorial license 
to address editorial comments and submit to NMFS for Secretarial approval, subject to approval by the 
SAFMC. Dr. Shipp asked if it was the Council's intent, and if this motion accomplished that goal, that 
someone on a diving trip could not harvest five pounds of live rock for his own personal aquarium. He 
noted there was no stipulation for private individuals who were diving to collect for their own personal use. 
Mr. Collins asked what constitutes harvest of live rock. Mr. Swingle suggested defining harvest of live rock 
to not include some low amount of live rock such as 10 pounds per trip and no more than 100 pounds per 
year. Mr. Perkins moved to require a federal permit in excess of 10 pounds. Dr. Nelson strongly advised 
that an allowable volume should be defined, i.e., quart or gallon. LCDR Johnson proposed a volume 
measurement of five or one gallon. 

Dr. Shipp offered a substitute motion that an allowance of non-commercial possession of up to two 
gallons of live rock be allowed per person, per trip (possession limit). Mr. Perret asked if a person would 
be in violation if he had in excess of two gallons of live rock in their personal aquarium. He noted the 
states would all be requested to adopt compatible state regulations so the same law would be in effect in 
state or federal waters. Mr. Swingle remarked an analogy would be that federal limits were 7 red snapper 
per day in possession on the water, and some states have compatible regulations but some states in addition 
to the bag limit have a possession limit of 14. There were no federal possession limits once shore was 
reached. An individual could land 6 lobsters per day and as long as they were on shore, there was no 
federal possession limit but there was a state possession limit. Mr. McLemore stated a case could be made 
if there was evidence to show that an individual harvested and possessed whatever was prohibited from that 
area. Dr. Kemmerer offered an amendment to the substitute motion to include the words "wild" in front 
of live rock and include the word "rubble". He explained he was uncomfortable with allowing wholesale 
chipping of live rock. Amendment failed due to lack of second. Dr. Shipp agreed to include in the 
substitute motion the word "wild in front of live rock. Substitute motion carried that an allowance of non- 
commercial possession of two gallons of wild live rock be allowed per person, per trip (possession limit). 



A rollcall vote was taken on the motion to provide staff with editorial license to address editorial 
comments and submit the Coral FMP to NMFS for Secretarial approval, subject to approval by the 
SAFMC: 

Anthony - yes 
Fisher - yes 
Horn - yes 
Kemmerer - no 
Tatum - yes 
Nix - yes 
Perret - yes 
Osburn - no 
Wallin - yes 

Collins - yes 
Deegen - yes 
Jenkins - yes 
King - yes 
Nelson - no 
Perkins - yes 
Roberts - yes 
Shipp - yes 

Motion carried by a vote of 14 to 3. -- 

Mr. Wallin inquired if anyone wished to file a minority report. The response was negative. 

Mackerel Management Committee Re~ort  

Dr. Nelson advised there were three issues raised during public testimony which were not included in the 
committee report: (1) require individuals to specify in what regions they were fishing, (2) even though the 
committee would recommend a 50/50 division in the Florida Keys between hook-and-line and gillnet boats, 
there were no provisions requiring an individual to state if they were a gillnet or hook and line boat, and 
(3) issue of reverting to a 50 fish per vessel, per day limit once 75 percent of the quota was reached. 

He reported the committee reviewed public hearing comments and public comments received by mail as 
well as advisory panel and SSC recommendations on Mackerel Amendment 7. He noted Mr. Lindall 
discussed the federal comments on the Amendment 7 (Tab C, No. 7): 

1. Purpose and need for action section needs strengthening. 

2. The supplemental proposal for permit endorsement by area to restrict fishermen to one or the 
other area will not achieve the intended purpose. For example, northern net boats which are 
unable to fish in the northern area because of low trip limits could simply apply for 
endorsement to fish the southern area. Likewise, a hook-and-line fisherman could register a 
second vessel in another area. 

3. The current permit does not include data on gear, migratory group, area fished, etc. It is only 
a commercial or charter permit for the coastal migratory pelagic fishery. (Data contained on 
the application are not transferred to the permit). 

4. The RIR for the supplemental action was not reviewed by the AP or SSC. 

5. NMFS questions the 50/50 gear allocation for the south/west area. They could not guarantee 
an exact 50150 proration between gear users and feel the current trip limit arrangement 
achieves this result. 

6. NMFS appreciates the Council's concern to be responsive to the industry needs, but feels we 
are getting into micro-management. An ITQ program might achieve the same goals and be 
more manageable. 



He noted the committee reviewed the options for management and recommends: 

A-1. Continue the preferred option that the Eastern Zone commercial quota be subdivided at the Dade- 
Monroe County line with 50 percent for the north area and 50 percent for the south/west area. 

B-1.d. Preferred option remains: Status quo - no allocation by gear in the north area. 

B.2.a. Preferred option remains: The commercial suballocation for the south/west area was to be further 
allocated with 50 percent for net and 50 percent by hook-and-line boats. 

C-2. Preferred option remains - Status quo, no permit endorsement for gear type. 

C-3. The committee recommends status quo on the proposal for an endorsement on the permit to fish in 
one or the other area. (i.e., no endorsement). 

Mr. Perret asked if accommodations were made for the net boats from the east by allowing them another 
six percent. Dr. Nelson recalled that issue was raised and the argument was that if a recent period was 
reviewed, the historical allocation was not 50/50 it was 56/44. 

Dr. Nelson moved on behalf of the committee to adopt the above committee recommendations and 
approve the Amendment as written. Mr. Tatum recommended separate discussion of Item C-3 from the 
committee motion. He offered an amendment to the committee motion to adopt Item C-3 to provide for 
an endorsement to the commercial king mackerel vessel permit for the eastern zone Gulf group king 
mackerel allowing fishermen to fish in either the northern area or the south/west area each season, but 
not in both. Dr. Kemmerer advised this option would not work since all the net boats on the east coast 
would receive a permit for fishing in the Keys regardless. He contended this would not impact the net 
boats. He contended the hook-and-line boats were a small boat fishery and any person could have two 
boats and receive permits for each boat. He anticipated this option would be rejected in NMFS's review 
process. Mr. Perret believed this was micromanagement. 

Mr. Billy Niles stated he was unaware of any individual who owned two boats and doubted an individual 
would purchase a second boat in order to have a permitted boat to fish on a three or four day fishery, as 
it would not be cost effective. Mr. Collins questioned if it was legal to fish on the same group of fish. Mr. 
McLemore expressed his concerns and felt there might be some National Standard 4 implications since it 
has not been articulated how this was a fair and equitable allocation, and was there a potential for excessive 
share. Amendment to the committee motion failed. 

Dr. Nelson amended the committee motion that in the south/west area of the Keys the 50 fish per vessel 
limit begin when 90 percent of the regional subquota had been reached. He explained this year the 50 fish 
limit started when 75 percent of the quota was filled and the quota had still not closed. He believed this 
would still allow approximately 80,000 to 90,000 pounds as a buffer and would provide the opportunity for 
more realistic commercial trips. Dr. Kemmerer advised that the data revealed that the bulk of the hook- 
and-line catch came before the net boats arrived, approximately 18 percent. Only a small part occurred 
during the net boat fishery. He felt this might be opening it up to the net boats. Dr. Nelson withdrew the 
amendment. 

Dr. Nelson offered an amendment to the committee motion to require a king mackerel net endorsement 
on the coastal pelagics permit. He explained the net boats who had been hook and lining advised they 
would agree not to fish hook-and-line. The endorsement would be required to fish gill nets. A condition 
of the endorsement would be that harvest would be with only nets on king mackerel in that region. He 
believed this would allow an easier way to assure the 50/50 division. Mr. McLemore questioned if this was 
within the range of alternatives presented at public hearings. Dr. Nelson replied it was a variation of 



Option C-1. He explained a net endorsement would be required to net f ~ h  and a condition of the 
endorsement was that they would only land king mackerel with nets. Mr. McLemore questioned if this was 
a fair and equitable allocation among the users. Dr. Nelson responded the allocation was 50150 and this 
was an attempt to arrive at a tool to monitor and control the allocation. Mr. McLemore asked if there was 
a potential for an excessive share to the net fishermen. Dr. Nelson responded the shares were accounted 
for in the quota. 

Mr. Marvel responded he believed it was fair. Mr. Niles responded he preferred the amendment and they 
would voluntarily agree to not fish both net and hook-and-line. Dr. Kemmerer referred to Table T-2 noting 
it indicated that the net catch was substantially greater on the average than 50 percent. He was concerned 
if a 50150 split was a fair allocation. Dr. Nelson believed the arguments have been made that there were 
two distinct user groups, and economic arguments were that the net boats' economy of scale dictated that 
they would like to be able to harvest large quantities in a short period of time, whereas the hook-and-line 
boats argued that by allowing hook-and-line harvest to precede and fall after the net catch there may be 
some increase in price. Also through a series of three workshops, the effected parties had voluntarily 
agreed and offered the 50/50 split for solving the problems. 

Dr. Nelson restated the amendment to the committee motion to require a king mackerel net endorsement 
on the coastal pelagics permit. First, they must have the net endorsement to use net gear on king 
mackerel in the south/west region, and secondly, applicants for the net endorsement may only fish king 
mackerel with nets. Mr. Lindall advised that permits were currently issued in the birth month, and 
questioned when the endorsements were envisioned to take effect. Mr. Swingle noted there were only 11 
endorsements to issue, and suggested issuance upon the rule becoming effective. Dr. Deegen questioned 
if an individual would be prohibited from fishing any other species other than king mackerel if he had a 
king mackerel endorsement. Dr. Nelson clarified the endorsement would apply only for net gear fishing 
for king mackerel in the southwestern subdivision of the east Gulf. Dr. Nelson corrected the amendment 
to read "may f ~ h  king mackerel only with nets". Amendment to the committee motion carried. 

Dr. Nelson moved that the 50 fish per vessel bag limit in the south/west region begin when 90 percent 
of the regional subquota was reached. Dr. Kemmerer questioned the reasoning since it was not being 
applied to the net boats where the volume of the catch was. Dr. Nelson explained that testimony had 
indicated that a 50 fish bag limit for 25 percent of the total quota may not be supplying the real benefit to 
the hook-and-line fishermen and there may be some small boat fishermen who fish close to shore who 
would benefit. On the other hand, the vessels that have to travel further and who requested trip limits up 
to 15,000 pounds, would probably not going to be economically fishing under that scenario. He believed 
the provision was an attempt to slow down and not overrun the quota. Dr. Kemmerer agreed it may 
benefit some of the small boats but the intent was actually to reallocate the resource to small boat users. 
Dr. Nelson anticipated the quota being reached around Christmas and the net fishery would be over. At 
that time there would be a quota available to hook-and-line fishermen and he did not believe they should 
be constrained to 50 fish for 25 percent of the quota. Mr. Osburn questioned if this allowed the net boats 
more fishing time. Dr. Nelson responded it would allow a little more time. Dr. Shipp stated the net boats 
received 50 percent of the quota and this would not effect them since it was not economical for them to 
f ~ h  for 50 fish. Dr. Deegen questioned if 90 percent of the quota referred to the total, net or hook-and-line 
quota. Dr. Nelson responded the regional subquota. He explained the quota was divided into two regions, 
the Keys get half, half of that quota was for the net boats and the other half for the hook-and-line boats, 
when 90 percent of the southwest regional subquota was reached, it reverts to 50 fish. Dr. Nelson observed 
that trip limits were not included in the document. Trip limits could be accomplished under framework 
action when the quotas were set in April. Dr. Nelson withdrew the motion. 

Dr. Anthony noted that Option A-1: continue the preferred option that the eastern zone commercial quota 
be subdivided at the Dade-Monroe County line with 50 percent for the north area and 50 percent for the 
southlwest area was the preferred option. He raised the question whether the Council in subsequent 



amendments should revert to Option A-3 which was 44 percent north area and 56 percent south/west area. 
Mr. Horn offered an amendment to the committee motion to adopt Option A-3: allocate the south/west 
area 56 percent and the north area 44 percent. Dr. Kemmerer contended the industry, through workshops 
and public hearings, supported the 50/50 allocation between the two regions. Dr. Nelson noted that 
depending on the area, the support varied. Mr. King related this was in the mixing zone area of the two 
stocks and recalled this was to be readdressed in the future. Mr. Swingle responded the Stock Assessment 
Panel would make a presentation in April 1994 at which time there might be enough data to make that 
change in the boundary between the two groups which would probably shift the boundary south and change 
the ratios of allocations. 

Mr. Niles reported at the workshops in Miami they stated they would be willing to give up the extra six 
percent provided the east coast handline fshermen would let the net boats go at least one day, which they 
did not agree to and they subsequently felt they were entitled to the six percent to help the fishermen in 
their area. Mr. Tompkins noted the 50 percent was adopted by the state. 

Dr. Anthony moved to table any further action on the amendment until the Councils were in receipt of 
the updated information on distribution of Atlantic and Gulf stock. Motion to table failed due to lack 
of second. Dr. Kemmerer advised this could not be handled through a regulatory amendment. 

Amendment to the committee motion carried to adopt Option A-3: allocate the south/west 56 percent and 
the north area 44 percent by a vote of eight to six. 

Mr. Osburn questioned why there were no recommendations for a gear allocation in the north zone. Dr. 
Nelson responded since quotas were instituted in 1985 there has been no net fishery in that area and the 
fish were not available to the net fishery until late in February. Every year since the quota, the hook-and- 
line boats filled the quota before the fish become accessible to the net fishery. Mr. Osburn contended if 
there was a gear allocation, some of them would be available to the net boats. 

Mr. Osburn suggested staff proceed with investigating ITQs for the mackerel fishery. Mr. Swingle stated 
staff developed an ITQ options paper or limited entry options paper which was reviewed jointly by the Gulf 
and South Atlantic Council committee. They concluded of the four stocks, the only one really applicable 
for an ITQ system was the South Atlantic stock of Spanish mackerel. The South Atlantic Council was 
proceeding in that direction. Dr. Kemmerer noted the majority of the industry was opposed to some sort 
of ITQ program and suggested the possibility of requesting Dr. Orbach to host ITQ workshops to 
determine the problems. He did not understand the industry's reluctance. 

Dr. Kemmerer moved to request that Dr. Orbach conduct workshops concerning ITQs in the king 
mackerel fishery. He suggested the Council fund the workshops with any excess from their budget. Dr. 
Roberts recalled testimony indicated the industry's concern with knowing the basis for the initial allocation, 
and what were the guidelines. He questioned whether a workshop would satisfy these concerns. Dr. 
Kemmerer stated the guidelines would be whatever the Council identified as guidelines as long as they met 
the National Standards. Dr. Nelson suggested the workshops concentrate on the eastern Gulf. Dr. 
Kemmerer restated the motion to request that Dr. Orbach conduct workshops concerning ITQs in the 
king mackerel fishery for the eastern zone. Motion carried bv a vote of nine to seven. 

Committee motion, as amended, carried to approve the amendment as written, and require a king 
mackerel net endorsement on the coastal pelagics permit. First, they must have the net endorsement to 
use net gear on king mackerel in the south/west region. Secondly, applicants for the net endorsement 
may fish king mackerel only with nets. Allocate the south/west area 56 percent, and the north area 44 
percent. 



A roll call vote was taken on the motion that Council, with approval of the South Atlantic Council, submit 
Amendment 7 to the Secretary for implementation. Staff should be given editorial license to address the 
recommendations of NMFS concerning editorial content. 

Anthony - yes 
Fisher - yes 
Horn- yes 
Kemmerer - yes 
Tatum - yes 
Perkins - yes 
Roberts - yes 
Shipp - yes 

Collins - yes 
Deegen - yes 
Jenkins - yes 
King - yes 
Nelson - yes 
Perret - yes 
Osburn - yes 
Wallin - yes 

Motion carried. -- 

MEETING RECESSED AT 7:15 P.M., WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 19,1994; AND RECONVENED AT 830  AM., 
THURSDAY, JANUARY 20,1994 

S h r i m ~  Management Committee R e ~ o r t  

Mr. Collins reported Dr. James Nance reviewed the 1993 shrimping season and related catch to various 
environmental parameters such as temperature, water height, and wind direction - all of which affected 
recruitment. He noted that offshore catch of brown shrimp off Texas was very low. Pink shrimp catches 
remain low at about only five million pounds. Landings of other species such as rock, sugar, and royal red 
shrimp all increased in 1992 and 1993. 

He reported the Shrimp Advisory Panel recommended continuing the Texas closure at 200 miles. He 
recalled Dr. Nance found the closure did show a slight benefit this year, approximately 2 to 22 percent. 
He moved on behalf of the committee that the Texas closure remain unchanged a t  200 miles. Motion 
carried. 

Mr. Collins noted Shrimp Amendment 7 would include the definition of overfishing for white shrimp to be 
below an index level of 330 million parents. It would also allow for adjustment of index levels for all 
species downward to a new index if the species fell to a lower level and recovered the following year. This 
action was recommended by the Stock Assessment Panel and has previously been adopted as a preferred 
option by the Council for the next shrimp amendment. No further motion is necessary. 

Mr. Collins noted currently the FMP sets OY to be equal to MSY for royal red shrimp. OY is therefore 
392,000 pounds. This includes a reserve of 146,000 pounds for foreign catch as a TALFF (total allowable 
level of foreign fishing). There has never been a foreign catch of royal reds so OY cannot be achieved. 
This year the domestic fishery took about 300,000 pounds, and the fishery was about to be closed when the 
fishing year ended. Action 3 of the amendment would allow the entire OY of 393,000 pounds to be taken 
in the domestic annual harvest by eliminating the TALFF. 

Mr. Collins moved on behalf of the committee that Alternative 3b be the preferred option - to eliminate 
the TALFF and increase the domestic annual hawest to be OY. Motion carried. 

Mr. Collins referred to the Overfishing Definition for Red Shrimp noting that currently overfishing was 
defined as fishing in excess of OY which was MSY. The MSY was imperfect because of a lack of data on 
catch and effort. Catches have been less than 270,000 pounds until 1993, and it may be that MSY should 
be reevaluated in light of newer catch data. 



Mr. Collins moved on behalf of the committee that overfishing for red shrimp be redefined as in Option 
4b. Overfishing red shrimp would be exceeding MSY by 10 percent or more in a fishing year. Fishing 
would close for the remainder of the year when that level is reached. If MSY is exceeded for two 
consecutive years, the Council would convene its Stock Assessment Panel to consider the changes in catch 
and effort and determine if MSY should be revised. On recommendation of the assessment panel, 
approval by the SSC, and adoption by the Council, the revised MSY could be implemented by notice 
action. Motion carried. 

Mr. Collins noted the SSC would review the draft amendment at its March meeting. He moved on behalf 
of the committee to hold hearings in Fort Myers, Florida; Bon Secour, Alabama; Biloxi, Mississippi; 
Houma, Louisiana; Galveston and Aransas Pass, or Corpus Christi, Texas. Motion carried. 

Mr. Collins noted the AP at its recent meeting recommended a review of the impact of removal of finfish 
bycatch which may be predators of shrimp. This occurred with the implementation of TEDS, and bycatch 
reduction devices. 

Mr. Collins moved on behalf of the committee to request NMFS provide a status report on studies that 
have been done with shrimp predator species taken as trawl bycatch. NMFS should also comment on the 
effect of their removal on shrimp recruitment. Mr. Tatum questioned what management implications could 
be arrived from the data. Mr. King commented it was a perception problem as to what was the bycatch 
and what was its effect on the entire ecosystem. Mr. Jenkins did not see the value in gathering the 
information. Mr. Perret expressed his support for supplying the information that the advisory panel 
requested. Dr. Nelson explained the request was for a cursory report that reviews the current data. He 
believed that many people do not understand the bycatch issue, and it was one of the most controversial 
issues in terms of the shrimp fishery. Motion carried. 

Dr. Nelson advised the latest report from Pascagoula looked promising in terms of some of the trials of 
different bycatch reduction devices. He questioned when the Council would begin working on the 50 
percent reduction in red snapper bycatch. Mr. Swingle stated in developing the operations plans, NMFS 
was requested to report to the Council during its May meeting on the status of all the information. He 
assumed the Gulf and South Atlantic Fishery Development Foundation and the Texas Shrimp Association 
would also be invited to address the Council. He recalled when the Council addressed the bycatch issue 
in July, they concluded there probably was insufficient data to begin developing an amendment. The 
research programs would continue for at least another year to a year and one half. Dr. Nelson concluded 
if the Council did not proceed with a draft amendment, a closure of the directed red snapper fishery was 
possible in 1995 or possibly a lawsuit to close the red snapper fishery. Dr. Kemmerer stated there were 
ongoing efforts to change the Magnuson Act to add to the three year moratorium. He believed action 
would have to be taken by 1995 to avert lawsuits that would force action, and at that point closures would 
probably be imminent or the Secretary may have to implement a Secretarial Plan. 

Reef Fish Management Committee Re~or t  

Dr. Shipp reported in reviewing draft Amendment 9, the Committee felt that Section 11, dealing with 
allocation of red snapper endorsements to historical fishermen, was not relevant to the main purpose of 
the amendment, which was to collect historical red snapper landings data. 

Dr. Shipp moved on behalf of the committee that Section 11 of the draft amendment be deleted. Dr. 
Nelson recalled at the Biloxi meeting in November the Council decided to use Amendment 9 for the 
express purpose of gathering information so that everyone who might be involved in a limited access 
program would have a good idea as to what their participatory status or share would be. He also noted 
at that same meeting a motion was passed that the Council would consider some division of ITQ shares, 
if ITQs were utilized, between captains and owners. He questioned how the information could be gathered 



to evaluate the effect of that possible information if the information was not collected in this amendment. 
Dr. Kemmerer stated Section 11 dealt with providing a portion of the red snapper endorsement to historical 
captains in 1995. Dr. Deegen questioned the future status of historical captains in terms of any allocation 
they might have if Section 11 was deleted. Dr. Kemmerer responded Amendment 9 was established as a 
data collection amendment and not an allocation amendment, and he contended that Section 11 was an 
allocation issue and would be addressed as part of Amendment 8. Mr. Swingle recalled at the November 
meeting a preferred option was included in Amendment 8 which addressed limited access systems. The 
preferred option was that historical captains would share with the owners under an ITQ system. An option 
to allow the historical captains to share with the owners was also included under license limitation systems 
with no statement of Council preference. He noted Amendment 8 listed historical captains as potential 
participants in two types of limited access systems. 

Dr. Roberts questioned what would happen if an ITQ system was not implemented and the Council 
reverted to endorsements. Mr. Swingle responded the majority of the options for the license limitation 
system were similar to the endorsement system. One of the options was the current red snapper 
endorsement system, and if the endorsements were transferrable by sale, lease, or barter, it would basically 
be a license limitation system. Ms. Williams pointed out if a vessel run by historical captains was sold in 
1994, in 1995 those historical captains were out of the system. Dr. Kemmerer responded that would be true 
in any fshery. Ms. Williams remarked if the endorsement system was not in effect her husband could go 
to any vessel, but the endorsement system used his catch records to qualify the vessel. Mr. Taturn asked 
if the permit was in her husband's name. Ms. Williams responded no since two people could not qualify 
for one vessel permit although he would have qualified if this was allowed. 

Motion failed, by a vote of 5 to 8, that Section 11 of the draft amendment be deleted. 

Dr. Shipp referred to Section 8.1 (Collection of historical landings data - permitted vessels), noting the 
committee felt that Alternative 2 would be preferable to the current Preferred Alternative because it 
included a larger universe of fishermen from whom landings data was collected. Specifically, it included 
fishermen who were not currently permitted but who had red snapper landings during 1990-1992. The 
current Preferred Alternative specified that data be collected only from currently permitted fishermen. 

Also, NMFS noted that draft Amendment 9 contained no provisions for appeals and suggested that the 
following statements be added in the discussion section: "However, all fishermen submitting landing records 
would be given a predetermined period (e.g., 30 days) in which to review and comment on the NMFS 
compilation of their landings records. The comments could include additional information relating to 
specific landings records and identification of possible errors in the listings." 

Dr. Shipp moved on behalf of the committee that in Section 8.1, Alternative 2 be the preferred alternative: 
"NMFS shall compile commercial red snapper landings as in the preferred alternative, but for the owners 
or operators of vessels that were operating in the commercial red snapper fishery and had red snapper 
landings in any of the years 1990,1991, and 1992, whether such persons are currently owners or income- 
qualifying operators of permitted vessels or not." Motion carried. 

Dr. Shipp referred to Section 8.2 (Collection of historical landings data - historical captains), noting the 
committee felt, as with Section 11, this was not relevant to the purpose of collecting historical landings data. 
Also, concern was expressed about adopting the Ad Hoc Allocation AP's defrnition of historical fishermen 
without obtaining public comment. The committee felt that the defrnition of a historical fisherman and the 
participation of historical fishermen in a red snapper effort management allocation system would be better 
considered as part of Amendment 8. 



He moved on behalf of the committee that Section 8.2 be deleted from Amendment 9 and moved to 
Amendment 8. Dr. Nelson questioned how an arrangement could be derived to include historical captains 
if this information was not collected. Dr. Kemmerer contended the intent of Amendment 9 was to inform 
people approximately what they could anticipate receiving, and not get into the business arrangements 
between captains and owners which would begin an appeals process for which there were no provisions in 
Amendment 9. With this section, the amendment was becoming more than was originally intended. It 
would force decisions on what was a historical captain based on rather uncertain criteria. Testimony 
indicated there were only 10 or 15 captains who qualify, but he anticipated more than that would apply for 
historical captain status. Mr. Swingle noted an appeals process was included in Amendment 8 and the 
Council has not adopted criteria for sharing by historical captains. With this data, assuming the captain 
and owner were to share in the value of those landings for an ITQ or license limitation system, at least they 
could be given an idea what the ITQ share would be for that vessel. The exact share would not be decided 
until the Council went to public hearings. Dr. Kemmerer expressed his concern with NMESYs ability to 
respond fully to the issue, noting there was no additional funding available in 1994 and the effort was 
estimated to cost approximately $90,000.00. Mr. Osburn stated that the historical captain issue had to be 
addressed, and the further along the limited entry scheme went the more d=cult it was going to be in 
those business relationships to decide shares. 

Dr. Anthony asked the timeframe for Amendment 8 and 9. Mr. Swingle responded in order for 
Amendment 9 to be functional had to go to public hearings three or four days after this current Council 
meeting to be approved in March and submitted immediately to NMFS so that the rule was implemented 
in August in order for that the data collection process to occur, fishermen could be notified possibly in 
October/November. Amendment 8 would be reviewed again at the May Council meeting for the purpose 
of forwarding to workshops, after which the committee would gather information from the industry on 
revisions, which should occur before the November Council meeting, with public hearings being held in 
December for final approval in January 1995. Dr. Anthony questioned if the value of an ITQ share to 
others under an ITQ system would be affected when the issue of historical captains was resolved. Mr. 
Swingle responded the Council's current preferred option was that the ITQ system based on the vessel 
record would be shared between the owner and historical captain based on their agreement for shares for 
lease of the vessel. This was subject to change by the Council since there were other options for sharing 
under the amendment. 

Motion failed, by a vote of 7 to 9, that Section 8.2 be deleted from Amendment 9 and moved to 
Amendment 8. 

Mr. McLemore asked if Amendment 8 contained a discussion of how the definition of historical captain 
and alternatives was derived. Mr. Swingle responded yes and part of that discussion could be transferred 
to Amendment 9. Mr. McLemore felt there were two issues, what was the information and how would it 
be collected to determine who was a historical captain and what their share would be, and determining by 
certain criteria who was a historical captain. Mr. Swingle noted in Amendment 9, page 10, there was a 
footnote regarding the definition of historical captains. He noted NMFS provided a revision to that 
definition that added another criteria that historical captains were persons who would have paid the crew's 
salaries and filed IRS 1099 Forms. He noted most of the discussion pertaining to the definition of historical 
captains was contained in Amendment 8. 

Dr. Shipp referred to Section 9 (Extension of reef fish permit moratorium), noting the committee members 
felt that, based on the discussion for Alternative 1, there were benefits to extending the moratorium beyond 
the current May 1995 termination date. However, they do not feel it would be beneficial to extend the 
moratorium beyond implementation of a red snapper effort management program. Also, NOAA General 
Counsel expressed concerns that Alternative 2 of this section and Alternative 1 of Section 10 might be 
construed as limited entry systems because of the lack of a definite termination date, and would require 
that Magnuson Act provisions for limited access be considered before adoption. 



Dr. Shipp moved on behalf of the committee recommend that the following be adopted a s  the preferred 
alternative: "Terminate the moratorium upon implementation of a red snapper effort management system, 
but no later than January 1996." Dr. Nelson offered a substitute motion to terminate the moratorium 
in May 1995, and terminate the red snapper endorsement system on December 31,1994. He explained 
the red snapper endorsement was a band-aid to last approximately one year, to solve an emergency 
situation. He contended the endorsement system did not solve the situation and was creating artificial 
disruptions in the way people fish. He advocated opening the fishery until the quota was fded. Mr. Horn 
felt the problem with the fishery was that the Council was using bad information. Dr. Nelson did not 
believe that abandoning the artificial endorsement system and the moratorium would hurt the Council in 
developing and finishing Amendment 8. He believed a false sense of security had been developed for some 
individuals in the fshery who exert a fair amount of influence on the Council. He maintained the 
endorsements were giving a preferential amount of the resource to a certain group of people based on 
logistics. Mr. Collins questioned if a limited entry system would do the same thing. Dr. Nelson responded 
at least everyone would have their scaled level of landings and would not be the arbitrary two levels of 
200/2,000 pounds. Mr. Perkins favored terminating the endorsement system and proceeding with 
developing an ITQ system. Mr. Tatum stated the substitute motion would allow new entrants into a large 
portion of the quota at the expense of some traditional fishermen that have qualified through the 
endorsement system. Dr. Kemmerer did not agree that the 200/2,000 pound system was an arbitrary 
system and was developed after careful examination of historical catch rates. He did agree that the Council 
had gone far beyond their original anticipation in terms of how long the system would last. The motion 
was for a one year extension in anticipation of a limited entry system being implemented. If the industry 
does not support a limited entry system being implemented prior to that time, the moratorium would be 
terminated regardless. 

Substitute motion failed by a vote of 3 to 12, to terminate the moratorium in May 1995, and terminate 
the red snapper endorsement system on December 31,1994. Motion carried that the following be adopted 
as the preferred alternative: "Terminate the moratorium upon implementation of a red snapper effort 
management system, but no later than January 1996. 

Dr. Shipp referred to Section 10 (Extension of the red snapper endorsement system), and moved on behalf 
of the committee that the current Preferred Alternative be retained as indicated: "Continue the red 
snapper endorsement and associated trip limit provisions until midnight, December 31, 1995 unless 
replaced sooner by a more comprehensive effort management program." Motion carried. 

Dr. Shipp referred to Fish Trap Definitions noting the committee reviewed the Ad Hoc Fish Trap AP 
recommendations (Tab E-4). With respect to the AP's recommendation that blue crab traps be prohibited 
in the EEZ because there was no blue crab fishing in that area, Mr. Perret noted that the AP had not 
considered fsheries beyond Florida. He stated that a blue crab fishery may infrequently occur in EEZ 
waters off Louisiana in which case Louisiana's blue crab regulations apply within and without state waters. 
Mr. Paul Hawkins, a stone/blue crab trap fisherman from Steinhatchee, Florida, displayed a trap, which 
exceeded the AP's recommendation for maximum stone crab trap volume. 

Dr. Shipp moved on behalf of the committee that the Council request staff to write an options paper 
relative to definitions for reef fish traps, spiny lobster traps, and stone crab traps, and geographical 
limitations for blue crab traps, and other relevant measures. Dr. Fisher stated the dimensions on the 
displayed trap were larger than in the AP summary. Mr. Perret suggested staff also consider octopus traps. 
Mr. Wallin felt that octopus were caught in stone crab traps and there were not specific traps for octopus. 
Ms. Horn related without additional definitions it was difficult to make cases particularly in the stressed 
area. She advised the definition derived from the Ad hoc Advisory Panel was helpful for effective 
enforcement. Mr. Wallin recalled the Ad hoc Advisory Panel indicated no blue crabs were caught in the 
EEZ. He noted testimony at the Reef Fish Management Committee indicated that the Council had allowed 
an illegal fshery with the grunt and the sea bass to be caught. In reality blue crabs were caught in sea bass 



traps as the traps were essentially the same. He suggested the Council might consider having a smaller trap 
for that fishery. Dr. Nelson noted no one in Florida used the sea bass trap and it was essentially a North 
Carolina fishery. Ms. Horn recommended the Council either adopt the motion in its entirety or not adopt 
it at all since the recommendations were dependent on one another. For instance if blue crabs traps were 
not prohibited, the AP's recommendation would not be very useful. Dr. Nelson suggested as an alternative 
if blue crab traps were allowed they must only be catching blue crabs and any finfish would be allowed as 
a bycatch. Ms. Horn stated enforcement was especially a problem off Florida and a boundary limiting rules 
to that area could be included. 

Dr. Anthony was concerned with the delay involved with drafting an options paper. Dr. Nelson advised 
Florida considered eliminating the use of black sea bass traps. There was no opposition voiced during 14 
months of public hearings until the week before a hearing when fishermen were contacted. They advised 
they did not use those traps. Florida drafted regulations to prohibit finfish being taken in any trap. When 
fishermen realized this would include blue crab traps they protested. He advised Florida would hold a 
scoping hearing to consider the issue, and suggested Council attendance. Mr. Swingle advised an options 
paper could probably be drafted by the March Council meeting. The problem was it would require 
amending at least the Stone Crab FMP, the Spiny Lobster FMP, and the Reef Fish FMP. He suggested 
an options paper as the first step in development of a generic amendment to amend the three plans. 
Motion carried that Council request staff to write an options paper relative to definitions for reef fish -- 
traps, spiny lobster traps, and stone crab traps, and geographical limitations for blue crab traps, and 
other relevant measures. 

Dr. Shipp reported the committee reviewed an erroneous news item issued in the Summer/Fall 1993 
newsletter of the National Coalition for Marine Conservation regarding Council actions on red snapper, 
and a draft response from Wayne Swingle (Tab E-5a). 

He moved on behalf of the committee that the response drafted by Wayne Swingle be sent to the National 
Coalition for Marine Conservation. Dr. Kemmerer stated he supported the response but questioned why 
this had to go through the Council. Mr. Swingle referred to Tab E-5a, noting the first page was the 
Council's policy for addressing erroneous news releases. He advised the news item was mailed to the 
committee, and only Mr. Perret and Dr. Kemmerer responded that the Council should respond. Dr. 
Kemmerer stated it was an erroneous statement in a publication and the Council should respond. Mr. 
Perret recalled there was an erroneous statement made by an outdoor writer from the Houston Post that 
the Council declined to send an appropriate response. Mr. Swingle referred to the SOPPs provision noting 
it required the Chairman and the Executive Director to be in agreement in the response. Motion carried. 

Dr. Shipp reported the committee reviewed the proposed scheduling of red snapper effort management 
workshops in July/August 1994 (Tab E-5b). He moved on behalf of the committee that the Council 
proceed with red snapper effort management workshops during July/August. 

Dr. Kemmerer asked if the workshops were specific for Amendment 8, limited entry, or effort control in 
general. Mr. Swingle responded Dr. Orbach recommended that the workshops deal with explanations of 
the provisions of Amendment 8. He advised that NMFS would be unable to complete the data collection 
and notification to fishermen prior to the July/August time period. Estimates were that the fishermen 
would be notified possibly in October/November. The issue was if the workshops should be deferred until 
after the f~hermen were notified. He noted the Council must take final action on draft Amendment 8 in 
November, hold public hearings in December, with approval in January before the fishery begins. Dr. 
Nelson offered a substitute motion to defer scheduling workshops until the Council had a better idea of 
when the information collected from Amendment 9 would be available. Substitute motion carried. 

Dr. Shipp reported the committee reviewed a request from Alabama that the framework procedure for 
special management zones be initiated for the two tracts off Alabama that were disapproved by NMFS for 



SMZ designation under Amendment 5. Mr. Tatum stated that Alabama felt it could demonstrate that the 
historical snapper catches which NMFS indicated they were concerned with occurred primarily outside of 
these zones. He moved on behalf of the committee that the Council respond positively to the Alabama 
request. Mr. Horn questioned what new information was available. Mr. Tatum responded the approved 
area would be beneficial to the red snapper stocks since that was the area that most of the commercial 
activity was occurring in the area off Dauphin Island. He noted the most contentious issue was the 
vermilion snapper landings from the proposed SMZ area. Most of statistical area 10 was eastward of the 
SMZ. NMFS was concerned that this would be eliminating vermilion snapper landings. He stated 
information indicated that most of the vermilion snapper commercial landings occur east of the proposed 
SMZ. Motion carried by a vote of 7 to 5. 

Dr. Shipp reported that he and Vernon Minton met in Washington last week with the military concerning 
tanks in Anniston, Alabama which were to be demilitarized and sunk as artificial reefs in the permitted 
areas off Alabama. One hundred tanks were to be moved by July. In addition, approximately 3,000 more 
tanks would be made subsequently available to coastal states, and an additional 3,000 tanks were to be 
demilitarized in the next few years. The military was calling the project "Tanks to Tunas". Mr. Simpson 
asked if all the protocols for the National Artificial Reef Program would be used. Dr. Shipp responded 
the military will clean the tanks according to the COE and EPA specifications. 

Mr. Wallin noted that several fishermen had contacted him complaining about new regulations implemented 
under Reef Fish Amendment 5 which prevented shrimp boats from transporting reef fish legally taken in 
Atlantic waters through the Gulf EEZ. Mr. Perry M e n  from the NMFS Regional Office stated that the 
regulations in question were added to the Amendment 5 provisions by NMFS to close an enforcement 
loophole, and that NMFS received no comments on them during the public comment period. Mr. Swingle 
noted in this instance NMFS modified the regulations to make them more enforceable. Dr. Kemmerer 
advised there appeared to be two issues evolving out of Amendment 5. Previously a boat was prohibited 
from harvesting more than the bag limit of reef fish if shrimp gear was onboard. The regulation changed 
the word "harvesting" to "possession" of reef fish. He advised this occurred due to enforcement problems. 
The other issue related to the SMZ and the stipulation that a fisherman could not possess more than five 
percent by weight, when fishing with more than three hooks, of fish without bag limits in the reef fish 
management unit. He advised both of the regulations have come under criticism subsequent to approval 
of the regulations. He stated a vessel owner had complained that his shrimp boats were legally permitted 
to fish in the South Atlantic where they take more than the bag limit, and with this regulation upon entering 
the Gulf they were in violation. The issue was if the regulation violated the intent of the Council and if 
so, a technical amendment was in order, or if the regulation should be modified a regulatory amendment 
would be necessary. He suggested requesting the Reef Fish Management Committee in conjunction with 
the Law Enforcement Advisory Panel to review the issues from Amendment 5. 

Mr. Swingle noted it was originally proposed that the Law Enforcement Advisory Panel meet in conjunction 
with the Gulf States Marine Fisheries Commission which was scheduled after the March Council meeting. 
Mr. McLemore pointed out if the fish taken in the South Atlantic EEZ by fishermen who do not have a 
snapper/grouper permit to exceed bag limits, they were not legally harvested. Mr. Wallin advised these 
fishermen do have permits. Dr. Nelson advised Florida was caught between two different Councils and in 
many instances the Councils had different regulations. Compliance was not helped when fishermen were 
faced with a confusing array of regulations. He noted the Florida Marine Fisheries Commission would 
petition NMFS to direct the Councils to develop a joint Reef Fish FMP. 

SSC Selection Committee Re~ort  

Mr. Perret referred to Tab F, current language of SOPPs and 605.23 guidelines, noting this was brought 
to the committee's attention since there were new members appointed to the Scientific and Statistical 
Committee and the committee had a wider range of disciplines and they were requesting some guidance. 



The committee reviewed the suggested additions drafted by staff and the Chairman of the SSC. 

He moved on behalf of the committee to forward the following to the SSC for additional review and 
comment: 

CURRENT LANGUAGE OF SOPPS AND 605.23 GUIDELINES: 

General: 

The Scientific and Statistical Committee (SSC): Provides scientific and technical advice to the Council 
on the development of fishery management objectives and strategies, the scientific information supporting 
preparation of FMPs, the appropriateness of the ABC and OY levels, the adequacy of the regulatory 
analysis, and the effectiveness of FMPs once in operation. In providing this advice, the SSC assists the 
Council in identifying the need for research and data collection and the scientific resources available, and 
in establishing criteria for framework actions. 

SUGGESTED ADDITIONS: 

FMPS and Amendments (605.151 

The SSC will advise the Council on the adequacy of support analyses for proposed management measures 
and alternatives in FMPs and amendments (including EA, RIR, and IRFA), whether these are based on 
the best scientific information available, and the effectiveness of the measures in achieving the objectives 
of the FMP or amendment. They will assess the appropriateness of the problem statements and adequacy 
of the objectives in solving the problems and may suggest additional or revised problems, objectives, and 
management measures and indicate which of the measures are most effective in achieving the objectives. 

Framework Procedure Actions: 

The SSC will advise the Council on the adequacy of scientific information and support analyses in the 
stock assessments, whether these are based on the best scientific information available, related scientific 
documents, and the content of the stock assessment and socioeconomic panel reports, which will be the 
basis for the Council to set TAC and management measures to achieve TAC. They may suggest TAC 
levels and management measures that are most likely to achieve the FMP objectives, prevent overfishing 
and/or restore depleted stocks, and enhance positive, or moderate adverse, social and economic impacts 
to the extent practicable under the provisions of the TAC procedure and FMP. [Editorial Note: The 
Council sets the management measures under the framework procedures after SSC review of supporting 
analyses precluding SSC review of specific management measures before they are submitted to NMFS]. 

Other: 

The SSC will advise the Council on other management or policy issues and scientific documents including 
those referred to the SSC by the Council. The SSC will recommend short-term and long-term research 
needs in support of improved management of Council-managed fisheries. Decisions by the SSC will be 
by consensus or vote. Dissenting members, on any issue, may provide the Council their position by letter 
prior to the appropriate Council meeting. Staff will summarize SSC recommendations when time is 
insufficient for completion of minutes. The SSC Chairman, or his designee will, a t  the request of the 
Council Chairman, attend the Council meeting to report on the SSC recommendations and rationale. 

Mr. Swingle advised when the Council structured the SSC they appointed three economists, three social 
scientists, three biologists, three population dynamic scientists, and a member with training in marine law. 
Mr. Osburn suggested the SSC be directed to identify the extent of the biases in the best scientific 



information available. He noted often the best scientific information could be very limited. Mr. Swingle 
stated in the case of a stock assessment, the stock assessment panel report reviews the data and refers it 
to the SSC. All the TAC procedures request that a risk analysis be prepared related to the ranges of ABC. 
Dr. Roberts stated when the sociological aspects were considered the data become less concrete and there 
was more personal observation in the literature of social science. Mr. Perret agreed it would be helpful 
to know the biases, but the National Standard's requirement was based on the best scientific information 
available. Dr. Shipp questioned who decides what was the best scientific information. Mr. Osburn 
suspected the SSC would make comments that they had a concern with a particular data set and that it 
could have been biased. Those were the comments that he was suggesting be identified to the Council. 
Mr. Swingle advised the SSC was unsure if they were being asked to recommend management measures 
rather than just address the scientific information. Motion carried. 

Enforcement Re~orts 

LCDR Johnson reported for CY 1993 there was a total of 62 TEDs violations in the eighth district, and 
as of last week there were none reported for CY 1994. He noted during a boarding in December a fishing 
vessel in Port Isabel, Texas, was found to have TEDS sewn shut in all four of the nets onboard and a live 
turtle was entrapped in one of the nets. The turtle was treated for minor injuries and released and a catch 
of 800 pounds of shrimp was seized and sold for $2,808.00. He mentioned Station Mobile boarded a fishing 
vessel with 177 red snapper over the recreational bag limit and some other reef fish onboard. A total catch 
of 364 fish were seized. In Station Port Isabel they observed a U.S. fishing vessel in the Mexican EEZ and 
cited it for violation of the Lacey Act. Station Pascagoula, in mid December boarded a vessel with seven 
undersized grouper and issued a summary settlement. Air Station Corpus Christi observed two Mexican 
shark boats f ~ h i n g  in the U.S. EEZ. This was the first such citing in several months of this type of activity. 
Station Port Isabel responded but the boats retreated into Mexican waters before they could be intercepted. 
He reported during the latter part of last year, the Coast Guard observed increasing instances of 
documented commercial fishing vessels operating with non-U.S.-citizen masters. This was a violation of 46 
U.S.C. Section 12110D and other supporting and implementing parts of U.S.C. and CFR required surrender 
of certificate of documentation because it was rendered invalid by such use. This subjects the violator to 
possible fines of up to $500.00 per day and also renders the vessel liable to seizure and forfeiture. 

Ms. Horn corrected the Law Enforcement Report to reflect 195 cases in the Southeast Region. She 
reported there were four biUfish cases and most were for undersized violations. She noted that enforcement 
of the shark regulations had been a challenge. There have only been two cases but she anticipated more 
cases. They have been holding training session with the Coast Guard to help them identlfy the sharks. She 
noted in December they seized 19,500 pounds of king mackerel for possession in excess of the 
bag/possession limits. One of the most si&~cant reef fish cases was a 7,000 pound seizure of undersized 
red grouper. She stated there were 22 TED cases. She explained a Lacey Act violation involved several 
charter boats off the east coast of Florida that the Bahamian government felt were significantly violating 
their Bahamian bag limit regulations. NMFS ran an operation which resulted in 30 violations. Dr. Nelson 
asked if the Bahamians either seize or refuse to renew the licenses given to fish in Bahamian waters of 
those vessels involved. Ms. Horn responded she believed that would be their intention. Mr. Horn asked 
how the enforcement people were trained to identify a shark that has been tubed out (processed at sea). 
Ms. Horn responded they were mostly concentrating on training to identify the difference between large 
and small pelagics. They have been using personnel from the SEFC in Miami to conduct these training 
sessions. 

Mr. Perret suggested that future Law Enforcement Reports reflect the state's assistance in cases, and what 
was returned to the states for their assistance. Ms. Horn responded she can report on the status of funds, 
but the process of returning those funds was very slow. She advised that the states do not qualify until the 
case was completely settled and the money paid. Mr. Collins requested an update on the total number of 
TED cases since the regulations went into effect. 



Director's Re~orts 

Dr. Nelson reported last year the legislature directed the Florida Marine Fisheries Commission to prepare 
a report dealing with the public policy issue of compensation and various alternatives to compensation to 
fishermen who might be effected by the Constitutional Amendment. He noted they were not given any 
additional funding to prepare the report so rather than do a lot of extensive economic analyses, they focused 
on the public policy issues, what had been done previously under similar type actions in other countries and 
states involving fisheries and other agricultural and public land type issues. They prepared a report 
establishing what they felt was a reasonable public purpose argument for considering compensation and 
reviewing all the other precedence that did or did not exist in other areas and recommending a number of 
alternatives that the legislature might wish to consider. The report was complete and he offered to forward 
a copy to interested parties. 

Mr. Tahun reported the legislature was in session which was dedicated to education. He noted a bid was 
filed to reduce the fee for the resident saltwater fishing license which was only approved two years ago. 
He hoped they would be able to gather support to keep the present license because if the funding base was 
reduced and the license money was cut in half for recreational fishing licenses it would tremendously impact 
their ability to carry on biological activities in Alabama. He noted there were already reductions in federal 
aid funds. He reported the oyster fishery had been very good this year noting that three years ago the 
fahery reached an all time low in oyster production. He believed this was a result of good weather and 
good management. 

Mr. Perret mentioned Louisiana's Artificial Reef Program established 12 new offshore reefs and 1 inshore 
reef for a total of 25 acres of hard bottom habitat. He noted Louisiana experienced a high production year 
for oysters. He recalled in November there were reports from southeastern Louisiana regarding illnesses 
from oysters. The area was subsequently closed from mid-November to mid-January. There were 22 
outbreaks of illnesses effecting approximately 200 people. All water samples were negative for the bacteria. 
A Norwalk type virus was identified and the best guesstimate was that an individual on a boat in that area 
carried the virus and infected the water. This hurt the economics of the industry but the area was reopened 
and water samples were fine. He noted the Department held a series of eight public hearings for the 
purpose of gathering public input and ideas on a more stable funding base for the Department. There was 
a tremendous amount of input which indicated that 80 percent of the persons testlfylng did not feel the 
Department had adequate funding and lacked a permanent funding base, 53 percent supported increasing 
license fees, 57 percent supported increasing boat registration, and one popular suggestion was that the 
Department get a percentage of the motor fuel tax collected by Louisiana. He commented that Louisiana, 
like many coastal states, had overreacted since the Alaskan oil spill in attempts to derive an oil spill 
contingency plan and what agencies would be responsible if an accident occurs. There had been a 
coordinated effort by several state agencies. He noted for his personnel to be involved with inventorying 
damages from a hazardous waste spill they must complete a safety training course. 

Mr. Perkins asked if Louisiana intended to implement new regulations on redfish. Mr. Perret responded 
his .Department was responsible for providing the Commission at its February meeting an updated stock 
assessment on red drum. He has not reviewed the draft but indications were that the conservation standard 
which was set was above that particular level. 

Dr. Deegen reported the Commission on Wildlife Conservation at its February meeting would be 
considering a proposal to raise the current state red snapper limit from 13 inches to 14 inches in compliance 
with the Gulf Council regulations. In addition a trip limit would also be proposed, which if approved, would 
become effective soon after. The legislature was considering a proposal to give red drum game fish status, 
and another bid would prohibit the sale of red drum in Mississippi. He reported the sales of recreational 
saltwater licenses was currently at the 36,000 mark through November. 



Mr. Osburn reported the Texas Parks and Wildlife Commission was meeting to hear proposals on 
proclamation changes. There were proposals on crabs in an attempt to control the fishing effort which had 
been escalating landings. They proposed to reduce the number of traps for commercial fishermen from 
300 to 200 and restrict recreational fishermen to 3 traps. There were also be additional restricted areas. 
He noted the Shrimp Advisory Committee had requested action concerning growth overfishing in the 
inshore waters. Indications were that over 50 percent of the take was greater than 115 count shrimp. One 
proposal was to increase the mesh size for both the bay and bait shrimpers up to 1 314 inch mesh. There 
was a proposal to close shrimping in the inshore waters after 200 p.m., from April to December 15th. 
Currently this restriction only applied to May 15 to July 15. This expansion would assist in the bycatch and 
overfishing problem, and also the law enforcement aspect of people abusing the different bay and bait 
licenses. The Commission would also be seeking authority to extend the offshore closure, which was 
normally 60 days - May 15 to July 15, to 75 days. He reported there would be a proposal to implement 
a tarpon tag to allow the possession of one tarpon per year, per person over 80 inches. There was no 
current bag limit. The proposed fee was $100.00. There was also a proposal for a red drum tag which 
would allow one red fish per person, per year over the current maximum size limit of 28 inches. The 
proposal was that this tag would be free and would be associated with one of the other saltwater licenses. 
They anticipate that the increase harvest would be less than six percent. They were also proposing to match 
the Gulf Council's increase in red snapper size limit to 14 inches. 

Mr. Swingle asked if Texas had a significant recreational fishery for shrimp in the estuarine waters. Mr. 
Osburn responded that fishery was restricted approximately 15 years ago by raising the license fees and 
lowering the bag limits. There were approximately 1,000 individuals who could get an individual bait shrimp 
trawl license but they were limited to two quarts per person or four quarts on the boat. 

Mr. Simpson reported as a result of conflict of meeting dates, the Commission was attempting to finalize 
meeting space for the week of March 21 in Biloxi, Mississippi. He reported they were working on Section 
306 of the Magnuson Act to clarify state authority. He noted the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries 
Commission recently endorsed this change to the Act. He submitted a Federal Register notice which 
involved companies who proposed some anchorages off the Sabine area, 60 miles offshore, for lightering 
and the transfer of oil. This area encompassed 100 square miles. He noted rumors were that they wanted 
to prohibit shrimping. The comment period was extended through mid February, and there was a meeting 
recently in Houston regarding the issue. The Coast Guard must decide whether they would issue some 
regulations at the request of these individuals. He was concerned with the anchoring and tearing up the 
bottom and prohibitions on natural resources. He also reported they were still in the process of drafting 
a research proposal to determine age structure of offshore red drum stocks. 

Mr. Fjetland reported the Gulf of Mexico Program Management Committee had received funding. They 
have approved a list of approximately 50 projects totaling approximately 4.6 million dollars. A number of 
these, living aquatic resources, habitat degradation, instream flow issues, were of interest to fishery 
resources. They also currently had approximately 2 million dollars of EPA funds which could be utilized 
to fund a number of the projects. Priority would be given to those with matching funds, either from the 
state, other federal agencies, or private sources. They anticipated identifying in the next two months those 
projects with matching funds and proceed forward. He would supply a list when available to notify the state 
agencies. He noted with the passage of NAFTA, it was likely that the Fish and Wildlife Service would 
receive considerable funding for border type activities and in particular with funding projects in Mexico. 
One of the areas that he would like to submit a proposal, with Council concurrence, was to fund 
participation of a delegate from Mexico in Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Council activities on an 
ad hoc basis, or whatever would be appropriate. He believed funding would be available for PESCA 
participation in Council meetings. He suggested a Council resolution could ensure that funding was 
approved. Dr. Kemmerer stated it sounded like a reasonable approach but wanted NMFS to comment 
before the Council became involved due to ongoing negotiations with Mexico regarding fishery issues. Dr. 
Nelson suggested staff prepare a draft resolution for future Council consideration. 



Mr. Fruge reported the draft Gulf Sturgeon Recovery Plan was out for public review. He stated the 
Southeast region's sea turtle coordinator informed that the Department of Interior's office had advised 
Volusia County, on Florida's east coast, of their intent to prosecute the county for allowing beach driving 
which had been demonstrated to kill young sea turtles. This would be prosecuted under the Endangered 
Species Act. 

Other Business 

Mr. Swingle referred to Tab G, No. 1, a letter from Dr. Kemmerer regarding a letter from the South 
Atlantic Council requesting certain rule changes relating to the spiny lobster fishery, i.e., possession of 
bleach onboard vessels and tailing permits, to be changed by technical amendment. He noted it was not 
allowable to make those changes by technical amendment, and suggested deferring the issues to the Spiny 
Lobster Management Committee for consideration at a subsequent meeting since this would require a plan 
amendment. He noted the South Atlantic Council was currently proceeding towards consideration of an 
amendment to the Spiny Lobster FMP that would affect recreational fishing in the states north of Florida. 
Ameed by consensus to defer the issues to the Spiny Lobster Management Committee. 

Mr. Swingle referred to Tab G, No. 2, a letter from Dr. Kemmerer indicating that NMFS disapproved a 
provision of Amendment 7 which required permitted vessels to sell reef fish only to permitted dealers. He 
recalled Amendment 7 required a permit for all dealers that handle reef fish. He advised NMFS 
disapproved the requirement since it was not presented at public hearings. Dr. Kemmerer proposed the 
Council proceed with additional hearings or incorporate this provision in another amendment. Mr. Swingle 
suggested the provision could be incorporated into Amendment 8. 

Dr. Anthony moved to include the requirement in Amendment 8. Dr. Nelson suggested incorporating the 
requirement in the latest series of public hearings to develop a supplemental record. Dr. Kemmerer stated 
General Counsel advised it should be included in an amendment process. Motion carried. 

MEETING ADJOURNED AT 1190 A.M. 
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